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PREFACE 

In the Spring, 1950, when the Schuman Plan proposal Ivas issued, 

I was studying in thin country under an exchange scholarship and I 

thoueht that to follow the development of the institution of the 

European Coal and Steel Comr.,.mnity would be an interesting study in 

the field of international economics. My previous studie1:> combined 

with my linguistic background facilitated the examination and analysis 

of a polyglot documentation. The timeliness of the subject, its im-

portance for the future of European economics as well as the contra-

versial nature of the problems involved presented a challenge which 

I found particularly attractive. 

This v-1ork is not an exhaustive study of the problems involved in 

so broad a subject; each part requires further research and study, 

mainly concerning their theoretical.aspects. 

I wish to express my appreciation to this institution for the op-

portunity given to me to prepare this thesis. To the teaching of the 

staffs of the Departments of Economics and Business Administration, I 

am indebted for a knowledge of American Economics and I am specially 

indebted to Dr. R. Trenton, whose assistance, criticisms and experience 

,·,ith European Economics !fad,;) this work possible. 

I 1·.ra.nt also to acknowledge the help of many persons 'Who have gen-

erously provided me with original documents and information on the oub-
. 

ject. Among them I should rnention: Nr. R. Fontaine, Chef de Cabinet 

de La Presidence du Conseil; Mr. A. 1t. Metral, President du Syndicat des 

Industries Mecaniques and expert on the French Commission for the Schuman 



Plan; Ill·. A.mire Philip, former i:inist1.~e J.e 1 1 Economie Nationale and 

Head of the French Delegation for the Schuman Flan studies; hr. P. Uri, 

President for the Plan of Hodernization and Equ:i.p11ient in France; finally, 

the Conrnercial Attaches of the Belgian, British and French Embassies 

have been nore helpful and encouraging. 



PAR.TONE 

CHAPTER I 

TEE m.IGIN OF THE SCHUMAN PLl\.N 

'fhe Schuman Plan, i-mich seefas to be the first realistic approach 

to a huropean Federation is not, however, the first proposal of its 

kind. If one goes back as far as the beginning o:f the 14th Century, 

he will find that in 1305 a lawyer from Normandy, Pierre Dubois, want-

ed to save the Christian world from the danger of Islam. He therefore 

proposed the creation of a Federation of Nations "which should be sov-

ereign, independent, and equal in rights". A century later George 

Fodiebrad, King of Bohemia, on the advice of Antoine Marini of Dauphine, 

asked for a European federation. Sully, minister of Henry IV, dreamed 

of a "Grand Design", which irould reorganize Europe into fifteen equal 

states to establish a balance of poi~er. It may be noted that one of 

these states embraced the actual area of Benelux. 

Later the English ~~aker, William Penn, invited Europe to federate. 

Jean Jacques Rousseau had the idea of a confederation of nations, fol
l 

lowed by the English Utilitarian, Bentham, and in 1795 by Kant. Na-

poleon, inspired by Saint-Simon, planned to join England and France and 

later to include Germany. Victor Hugo enthusiastically extolled such a 

union: 11We ·will have a United States of Europe i.fhich will crown the Old 
2 

Uorld as the United. ::.,tates of America crm,ms the New. n 

1Paul Reynaud. S1Unir ou Perir, Flammarion. (Paris: 1951), 
p. 243. 

2Ibid. 



In 192.3 Count Goudenhove-Kalergi started the npan-Europa JVfove-

ment"; and in his manifesto he prophetically excluded both aussia and 

GrGat Brita.in from his United 3tatos of Europe, for the former was 

busy in revolution and the latter ,vas absorbed in her ConJJom,ealth. 

On ~1eptember L~, 1929, Aristide Briand, Hinister· of F'o:noiign f\.f-

fairs and Prime Uinister of France, brought forth the idea of an 

ecor10ruic union which -was to include his country as weil as England 

and Germany. His premise w;:1s as follows: n11mong people who are geo-

graphically as close as the people of Europe, there should be sorn.e 
'=l 

kind of f'ederal link11 • - Briand 11,1s then assigned by the League of 

Nations to prepare a pro,ject which would develop this J:'arnous decla-

ration which he firBt stated in Geneva. But in 1930 many I::uropean 

governments, :Sngland. in particular, opposed his memorandum for the 

creation of a Council of farrope. Briand found I!tuch opposition from 

the Gerr:an nationalists and from tho British Prime ll!finister, ;-lam.say 

.ViacDonald. NacD01rn.ld i:c; quoted as having said, urt is ten years too 

• 1 ' h,. so,m for the :formation of a Lnited States of .i!.m·ope'1 • 

In the 30's the world scene changed. Germ.any went under a die-

tatorship, and in Italy Count Carlo Sforza, a :ma,n greatly in favor of 

Briand's :i.dea, was sent lnto e;dle. /Uso an economic criGis was de-

stroying the worh: of organiz,ations conceived for tbe pu:cpose of bring-

ing about a grecJ.ter degree of cooperation among the wi.rious l.uropean 

nations, such as the Federal Corr:mittee of European Cooperation and the 

') 

J Ibid., 245 

4~b'd .:.lJ:_.' 21+7 
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European Customs Union, which was under the able Jirection of Yves 

Le Trocquer. The irondnence of the second world war strengthened 

morally such organizations but delayed any possibility for a practi-

cal achievement. 

l:ithout a doubt, the aforementioned projects caL1e at a tirr..1e un-

favorable to their grm,rth, but the thoughts behind them had bean 

formulated and could not die. H1nston Churchill has remarked that 

conflicts rnay de st.coy man I s material efforts, but they cannot stop 

the flow of ideas. In his speech at the University of Zurich on 
5 

September 19, 1946, he deplored the fragile situation of Europe 

and the failure of the League of Nations. He stressed the value of 

avoiding a new disaster by using the creation of a 11European famil.y 11 

as a means. He went on to say that it is possible for regional or-

ganizations such aa the United States to operate 11ithin the structure 

of a world organization i-dthout endangering the purpose of that or-

,:;anization. He then asked for 11an act of faith in which millions of 
6 

families speaking many languages must consciously take part. Church-

ill continued by stating, 11! am now going to say something which will 

astonish you; the first step in the recreation of tne European family 
'7 . I 

must be a partnership between France and Germn.ny. 11 Thus ei5hteen 

months after the defeat of Germany, \:Jinston Churchill, one of the 

greatest architects of the victory, 11as inviting I>'rance not to join 

Great Britain as he haJ done in 1940, but to join Germany. Apparently, 

it <r1s the first tirae that England had not feared a continental union, 

5vital Speeches. Volume XII, lfo. 2/+. (October 1, 1946) 
6 
Ibid. 

7 
Ibid. 
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and it was even more astonishirl6 that the proposal was made by a 

member of the Conservative Party. But Germany had not yet re-

covered from her defeat, tias occupied, and did not legally exist 

without a peace treaty. Only the decisions of the Big Three in 

1949, which set up a German Fedei.~a1 Government, made a. positive 

realization possible. As Churchill had predicted, the Council of 

J:uro12e was created one year and a. half bofore the Franco-German 

association; and it came into being because a few men, believers 

in Europe, forced their goverrn,1ents to eive it birth. 

Every sort of association had been set up to formulate the 

asp.irations of European leaders, from the European Union of Feder-

alists led by Dr. Henry Brugmans, forme11 Jutch statesman, holding 

congressc;s in Amsterdam (1947), rfontreux (1947) and in .tlome (1948), 

to the United Europe Movement., founded by Churchill in 1947. In 

December, 1947, all these organizations were brought together with 

the exception of the European Parliamentary Union headed by George 

Bohg and Coudenhove Kalergi.g These associations formed an Inter-

national Cor:1mittee o.f .rfovements for European Unity. This cornmittee, 

with the intantion of proposing concrete solutions, held its first 

Congress in '~'he Hague, suffered from the timidity shown on the key 

question of Unlty.9 The influence of thi3 congress on public opinion 

made possible the establishment f.our months later of the European 

Hovement, which held its Congr:Jss in Brussels in February, 191+9, and 

8 
Paul Reynaud. S 1Unir ou Perir, Flanmia.rion. (Paris: 1951), 

p. 21.,..8. 

9Ibid. 
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its economic conference in Westminster in April, 1949. One finds in 

the resolutions of the \'Je~tminst0r Confer:rnce the greater part of the 

ideas which formed the basis for the Schuman Plan. A French delegate 

to this conference, held on April 25, 1949, sun:med up the aims of the 

European Movement when he said, 11 In the k.Lnd of b:urope we hope to 

10 
create, we hope there will be more doors and windows and fewer walls". 

Lord Clayton, a Brit:Lsh delegate, vigorously opposed the sugges-

tion that the European Economic Union be destroyed in the clash between 
. ..----

the adherents of the laissez-faire school. He declared, 11 It is not a 

question of choosing between liberty and authority, nor between a free 

and collective economy, but of cr0ating a synthesis of the two whlch, 

far from being in opposition to one another, can be combined for con-

11 
structive purposes 11 • 

The objective of an Economic Union was thus defined: 11Ii:urope 

should be an area in which men, goods and capital circulate as easily 

as, in general, they could ,dthin the boundaries of one country 11. 

This iruplied not only a complete customs union, but also a complete 

economic union in which all customs barriers and all monetary re-

str·ictions are gradua.1.ly abolished; and the existing preferential 

systems and economic ties between the European countries 'l.nd their 

associated overseas territories Bhould be extended to all members of 

the .European Economic Union. 

1011J!.:cono1dc Unity of Europe 11 • The Economist. (April 30, 1949), 

11Ibid. 
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The most interesting resolution adopted by the conference was 

that which proposed that for each of the four basic industries--

coal, iron and steel, electricity, and transportation--there should 

be created three different kinds of organizations. 

1. A European governmental body to define the general policies 

of the industries concerned, particularly those regarding or dealing 

with investruents, volume of production, and prices. 

2. A consultative body composed of employers, labor, and rep-

resentatives of public intert?sts which would advise the governmental 

body on matters of general concern to the industry. 

3. One or more organizations of employers (public or private) 

to carry out the general directions and guidances given by the govern-
12 

mental body. 

'fhe aim of all these organizations would be to develop production 

to meet requirements, to increase productivity by such means as stand-

ardization, c::1.nd to lower prices. It was pointed out that if this system 

was set up it would make the Ruhr Authority superfluous and deprive the 

West Germans of every excuse for not throwing themselves into the task 

of rebuilding the economy of Western Europe. These propositions include 

the main ide(1S which are now in the Schuman Plan, and it is quite easy 

to recoinize in each of the proposed institutions the three organi~ations: 

High authority, consultative cor:.mittee, and professional organizations. 

These importa.nt resolutions of the i!Jestminster Conference, proposing a 

12Journal Officiel de la Republique Francaise • 
du Conseil Economique. La Comm.u.naute Europeenne du 
1 1acier. (November 30, 1951), p. 240. 

.Avis et rapports 
charbon et de 
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common m:i.rket not only for coal and steel but also for electricity 

and transportation, included a broader conception of European Econ-

omic Cooperation than the Schuman Plan does. 

One comes close to the Schuman Plan in the reading of the reso-

lution of the Council of Europe's Study Commission for Industry, Agri-

culture anJ Food Supplies, published December 13, 1949. The study 

Comraission recommended: 

1. The creation of an authority for steel co1:.1posed of delegates 

from governments interested and from steel consumers. This authority 

would define the general policies for investments, a volume of pro-

duction and prices. 

2. The creation of a consultative body of steel producers 

(employers and labor) and representatives of public interest and 

steel cons1.mers who would advise on matters of general concern to 
13 

the industry. 

In December 1911,9, the Econorriic Commission for the Consul ta ti ve 

Assembly of the CounciL of Europe adopted the recoriunendation of the 

Study Cmr.mission regarding the European organization of steel in-

dustries. The same Commission proposed the creation of a govern-

mental body including experts from producer and consumer countries 

and a consultative body composed of producers (employers and labor) 

and representatives of public interests. 

This last proposition w·d.s the renewal of the ideas 1cixpresseu. at 

the 1iiestminster conference, but did not consider them equally im-

portant. For instance, the Cohmission on Economic Studies of the 

\ 
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Council of Europe intended to give to the goverrunental body of its 

creation a strictly limited power and its role was Etainly nto study 

and advise 11 on the general policies regarding the steel industries, 

on investments, volu.t:.e of production and price. Uo mention was wade 

of the means of enfo:rcement available to this governmental body to 

impose its policies to the enterprises or groups of enterprises, and 

the principle of delegation of powers to a Supra-European Authority 

was not yet Jiscussed. 

The Economic Commission of the Council of Europe proposed a sim

ilar r.aovement for vital industries (coal, oil, electricity and trans

i,.)ortation) as it was suggested at the h'estminster Conference, but the 

solution of the study conunission of December I3, 194.9, was the one to 

prevail for the nations intending to form the coal and steel community. 

This brief summary points out the forces which for centuries 

guided Europe to the edge of unity. One can see that the drca1;.1S of 

philosophers, the theories of economists, the hopes of statesmen 

have at last forrrnlated concrete projects. In 1948 and 1949 these 

ideas were still in the oratorical stage, but the iJestern European 

nations had been taught a terrible lesson whose repetition could not 

be prevented by sterile discussion. One could feel at this time that 

the moment for concrete action had arrived. 



CHAPTBR II 

THE SCHUMAN PiWPO~iAL AND I'J:U DBVJ:::LOPMJ.tNT 

On Hay 9; 19 '.)0, speaking on behalf of the French goverruient as 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, Hobert Schum.an, whose role in the mov-e-

ment for .i::uropean unity 1vas widely knoiin, made an important declara-

tion. This announcement was qualified by many news1.iapers as H'l'he 

l 
Schuman Bomb", to give an idea of the sud-lenness and scope of the 

move. It is significant to note that the declaration was issued on 

the day after .Mr~ 0chmt1s"l.n met Secretary of Gtate Dean Acheson and a 

week before he conferred with both the Secretary of State of the United 

~;tat es and the British Foreign Secretary, Bevin, in an important Three-

2 
Powers talk. 

'rhe substance of the declaration is most striking and important, 

not only· as a. staterliCmt from an influential personality, but also be-

cause Schw1an did not publicize his intentions in the way so 1:ian;y other 

politicians had before him. He expressed clearly, however, his opinion 

of the way in which he felt his plans should be carr0 ied out to achieve 

the most practical results. 

After the ad.option by the Frenc!1 Cabinet of a proposal to coordi-

na.te, under a sinsle authority, the coal and :::teel production of France 

and Germany, the French Foreign ivlinister at a p:r·ess conference held at 

the Quai D'Orsay, issued the fol.lowing statement: 

1B . I ernard .,avergne. Le Plan .Schum.an, Annee Politique et ;:~conomique. 
(Paris: 1951), p. 10. 

2Paul aeynaud. :3 1Unir ou Porir, Flamrnarion. (Paris: 1951), p. 206. 



It is no longer a. question of vain -words but of an act, 
a bold act, a constructive act. France has acted, and 
the cons,H}Jences of her action may be in-.mense. de hope 
that they- 1;:ill be. hurope ·will not be 1.milt at one 
stroke or by me:ms of one over-all ~,tructure. It will 
be built, first by means oi' concrete steps that create 
real ooliJarity. Tho unification of tile European na
tions deman,:is that the ae;e-ol.d emJ.ty of France and 
~eru.any be eliminatc:i; the action undertaken must apply 
prim0.rily to :Crance and Germany. To this end, the 
li'rcnch Government propose :i ilrnLediately· to tako action 
on a liifritt:"ld but Jecisive po:Lnt; it propose5 to place 
all French and Gcrrnan steel and coal production unJ.er 
3. comu,un hig:a authority in an o:cga.nization open to the 
other Guropuan countries. The fusion of intercst:c,., 
indispensable to the eotabl-Lshm.ent of' a broader and 
deeper comm.unit;{ b0tw:;en countries that h:i.ve long teen 
kept c-tpart by bloody conflicts, -will thus be realized 
simply and rapidly. By poolin,3 their basic injustrfos 
and 0:.otablishing a no1,1 high a.1..,,thority 1;vhose decisions 
1dll be binding for France, Gernany ;.i,nd other partici
pating countries; thif; proposal will lay the first con
crete foundations of a .Gur·or,ean federation ttlat is es
sential for the safeguarding of peace) 

On the economic plane, the objective is 11 the modernization of 

production and the iLprove1:,ent of its qua.J.ity; to supply coal and. 

10 

steel on the sarJe terms to the F:cench and G0rman markets as well as 

to the mu.rket of the member countrios •.•.•. to develop combined ex-

ports, ln:provcments a,nd equ:ili~ation of' the livin:; condit.Lons of the 

. d t . - 1 • th . . . t . t . l! 4 lil' us ria.L :.wr.l-ce1, u1 e part.icipa · ing coun ries • 

In the d.iscus:::;ion .folloNin:~ his statement, Eobert 0churnan pointed 

out that 11all the countries of 1.:urope are invited to join this orgcJ.ni

zation1t, 5 and he r-itressed that the institution or the High Authority 

in no way preju,lge5 the syst,em of mmership of undertakings •6 

1)· 1. 

3Amba::;:;adc de Frar1c~, Document no. 12. (Hay 10, 1950). 

4Ibid. (Ambassade de France: French Erabassy in the UniteJ States.) 

\mba.ssacle de France, :Jocwnont no. 13. (Hay 10, 19 51J). 

6 
11 'l'he Schum.:).n Planu. ;Jo:cld T1,,ide, vol. 16, no. 1J. (October 1750). 
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The explosion of the "Schuman Bomb11 created many and varied re-

actions among the potential members as well as among other nations of 

the world. On May 10, 1950, the British newspapers gave a. large space 

to the proposal. The Liberal News Chronicle splashed the proposal 

under the banner headline: "France makes historic offer to Europett; 

but the British government was reserved and showed an overtone of an-

noyance that the proposal had been sprung on it without previous 

. 7 warning. 

Secretary of State Acheson in London urged Britain and Europe to 

welcome West Germany into the family of western nations and expressed 

his "sympathy for and approval of" the French declaration.8 The Rus-

sian press called it a plan for "a powerful organ of armament rings 

under American-Bank dictation 11 • 9 The plan was hailed by Foreign Mini-

ster Sforza from Italy, and Chancellor Adenauer of Germany praised the 

idea. By May 12, French and Ger.Dan officials indicated that prelimi-

nary discussions on the Plan had progressed to the point where both 

governments were ready to name technical experts to work out the de-

tails of the proposal. 

On May 15, the French government released a note entitled, 11Franco
lO 

German coal and steel pool does not mean Franco-German Cartel". This 

supplementary explanation was to appease the German socialists who were 

. ll firmly opposed to the proJect. The most persistent resistance, however, 

7 . 
(May 10, 1950). 3. New York Times. p. 

8New York Times. (May 11, 1950). p. 1-3. 

9Ibid. 
10 

Ambassade de France. Document 14. 

11New York Tim.es. (May 12, 1950). p. 6-3. 
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came from Great Britain. Even Winston Churchill, who approved the idea, 

wa.rned his country to be cautious.12 }fu.ny notes were exchanged between 

the British and French governments, but finally negotiations came to a 

dead-end. The last British note approved the talks on the proposal but 

rejected the French terms. At this time, it was necessary to give up 

trying to incorporate England into the scheme. 

Altogether six countries, France, Italy, West Germany and the 

Benelux nations accepted the French proposition and published a com-

munique to this effect on June 3, 1950. It was on June 4 of that same 

year that the French government submitted to the other five partici-

pating countries a working paper designed to facilitate the joint fram-

ing of a draft-treaty, and at the same time the negotiations were started. 

They lasted until August 20, 1950, and were resumed on August 31. Five 

committees were set up. These were the committees on (1) institutional 

questions, (2) commercial and tariff policy, (3) prices, production and 

investments, (4) wages and social questions, and (5) definitions of the 

terms 11 coal and steel". 

'£he treaty in its final form was initialed by the heads of the dele-

gations of the six governments concerned on March 19, 1951, and was signed 

formally hy the Ministers of Foreign Affairs in Paris on April 18, 1951, 

but ratification had to be obtained from the different constitutional as

semblies before a possible practical application could be undertaken.13 

12New York Times. (May 20, 1950). p. 4-5. 

13on June 19, 1952 the ratification o.f the Schuman Plan was completed 
by the Parliament of all six member-countries. The Italian ratification 
which was the last one on June 16, 1952 preceded a Foreign Minister's con
ference called in Paris on June 30, 1952. 
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'rHE GUIDIID PRINCIPLES A.ND MACHINERY OF THE COAL AND 

STEEL COMMUNITY FOR EUROPE 

The Treaty signed on April 18, 1951, creates the European Coal 

and Steel Community whose goal is to establish a unified market for 

coal and steel within the participating countries. These countries 

have realized that in this modern age optin1um production and the best 
'· 

use of industrial and commercial techniques cannot bE;i achieved with 

markets whose most important one does not quite represent fifty mil-

lion customers. 1:i'or this reason, it is in the evident interest of 

the divided nations of Europe to form, through a union, a market which 

will have more than 155 million potential customers. 

The first factor for the establishment of a Community requires 

the six members to pool their resources; thus, the coal and steel pro-

duction will cease to be German, Belgian, or French but will simply be 

European. Coal and steel customers, without distinction of nationality, 

will have liberty to go to the sources of production wherever they may 

be in the Community. The buyer will be able to choose the producer and 

to obtain the quality needed at the most advantageous prices. On the 

other hand, efficient producers will be rewarded for their efforts by 

new openings on the market for their products under the guarantee of 

lawful competition. 

When they are pooled, the resources cannot be stock-piled by one 

nation and, in case of shortages, the products are to be distributed 

in proportion to the needs of the members. Under the idea of European 

Comm.unity, one finds a proposal for a realization which has never been 
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achieved yet: even irt wartime ,ett.recn all.ies: the ability to dist1~ibi.1te, 

on an equality level, the vital items necessary to the industrial activ-

ity of a nation. 

ml, · d · · t t ~ · , · h 1 t · ' · 1 ne $(:icon, :unpor· an· ta.cl,or wtnc c11arac erizes a coDmunity is tne 

fact that :Lnside the common market the notion of frontie.cs viill be imp-

pressed for coal and steel. For thei;c two rer•,sons, import duties or any 

other restriction to the free flo,d of goods between the countries forming 

the Community lvill not exii,t any more, ,,IS they have never existed between 

two German provinces or tw'.) French 11 dep::1:ctements 11 • The words 11 ex;oortsn 

and "imports" will have no longer any meaning td.th reference to the 

member states of the Conmunity because there will be no difference in 

the sales conditions inside or outside each country • .!£very buyer 1:Jill 

be able to obtain his products :from any country r1e chooses and a harn;oni-

zation of thB tra.nsportation rates will help him in his choice between 

producers. 

Some business practices -vJhich were devc1loped extensively between the 

actual members of the present Cor)_11nunity arc an obstacle to the establish-

nunt of a conrrnon marhet. 'l'he;.-;e practices consist of the producers I con-

cludints agreements, often unknown to the buyersJ and determining the allo-

cation of the :wa.rket at prices fixed by the agreement; at this point there 

is no long/3r an effective choice for the consumer because real corrrp0tition 

does not exist and there is no incentive for the progressive producer when 

all initiative is in vain and the access to the raw m'lterial is under con-

trol. 

Thus the third point of a community is the prohibition of any cartel 

agreement between producers of the Lembcr states, and the stopping of in-
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dustrial concentration or the t'orffiation of monopolies which would. 

dominate the rnar·ket and put restrictions on free competition by dis

criminating in favor of some enterprises. 

The cr,3ation of a Coal and ;,,teel Community will off 0r advantages 

equally important for the producing enterprises, the workers, and the 

consumers. 'l'he common market will Give to the producer the moans to 

reach a larger market, to increase his production, to improve the 

quality of his equipment, to specialize for better efficiency, and 

to obtain ti. better productivity. trJithout interferine in the admini

stration of his enterprise, the Crnnnunity will provide him with in

formation which will help him to make his decisions for the financing 

of his investments and will facilitate the development of technical 

research to enable him to meet an increasing demand. 

For the consumer, and chiefly in the industries devoted to trans

formation processes, the est.ablie1hment of free competition will pu,t his 

supplies in a competitive situation from which he i.-v1.ll be the beneficiary. 

Supply being mo:ce a.bundant and varied, he will have the possibility of 

choosing the quality nece~rn::iry under the best economic conditions. 

Having complete freedom of :wt ion the success of the consumer's initi

ative will be most likely assured. .a.ecei.ving supplies under better con

ditions, he will deliver his products at lower prices and have possi

bilities of increasing his production. More abundant and cheaper coal 

means less expense for basic needs such as e;as, electricity, transport

ation, tools, equiprrent, clothing and most of the products necessary for 

human consumption. Prices will decrease to insure the distribution of 

tl~e :products rnanufa.c·i;ured in larger quantities for an increasil1g nurr;ber 
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of customers. The pui~chasing po1r1er of the consumer will ue increased 

and the European population will be able to reach a stanc}ard of living 

11hich could not be 3.ttained otherwise and to afford what today is still 

considered a luxury. Moro simply, the cowrnon market rr,eans the well-being 

of the EllTopean consumer. 

Hi th out any doubt, a co;rJuon rnarkot ·will .improve the livint;; condi

tions of the workers. 4. bi;,;ger production and a less expensive produc

tion vdll r;2d:uce the \JOrlrnrs I effort ind increase thetr purchasing power. 

'I'he :Schuman Plan p:roh::Lbits rtbnormally low salaries or decreases in salary 

if they lsad to a diIT'J.nutlon in labur I s purchasing po,Afer or are used as 

a means of permanent adjustment ox· a.s a i:,eapon for competition. The 

creation of a :ceadaption fund ·will enable idle workers either to wait 

for employment, 1earn a new trade, or n,ove to another region, and ,Jill 

insure the workers a:sainst technological unemploy1nent. For each v;orker 

producing steel., there are Len workers transforming the r:Iotal. 'l1 he more 

steel produced, the more work offered to the workers of the Community 

and the more security resulting for each of them. 

All the preceding experiences have sriovm that a society carmot exist 

without laws and an or3anization cannot be prosperous 1Jithout rules. 'l'he 

European Coal and. Steel Cor.nnu.nity could not exist without la,1s and 1~u1es 

constituting a democratic code accepted by the member states. The treaty 

ruling the Community ls the setting of these :<'ules 1:Jhicb '..leal viith 1jro

duction and competition in their different aspects. The first considera

tion is in re3ard to the supply of coal and steel 1dthin which will be 

taken care of according to tile needs of the merr,ber states without, how

ever, neglecting third parties. Under the rules of the Community, the 
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improvement and the development of the potentials of production are to 

be brought to a maxi.mum through the modernization of the installations. 

The financing of the investment necessary to the improvements will be 

facilitated. The development of the natucal resources will be rationally 

undertaken to avoid waste which will lead to the premature exhaustion of 

these resources. 

Competition is also the object of a number of rules which will pro

vide the basis for future relations between the members. In the Cormnu

nity, competition will be free without restrictions of any kind either 

from the governments or private-interest groups. The Community guaran

tees this free competition and then receives the legal powers necessary 

for enforcement. To facilitate this competitlon, the trade barriers or 

charges with an equivalent effect are entirely abolished in the terri

tory of the Co:mrnunity. Therefore, the buyer can, in any circumstances, 

choose his source of supply and the seller has the duty to offer the 

products without any qualitative or quantitative restriction. 

To assure free competition, the practice of subsidies or help of 

any kind from the govermf1ents will be suspended and the transportation 

1·ates will be freed of any discriminatory practices. Ilelations will be 

established between the different means of transportation and the dif

ferent countries. 'rhe criterion of nationality is to be banned from 

the Community and will not have any influence whatever on the price and 

delivery conditions. Determination of the prices as well as the selling 

conditions will be made public and will be kept as lovI as possible after 

consideration of the amortization and remuneration of capital, and the 

necessity of an improvement of the living conditions of the workers. 
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'l'he practice of "dumping 11 , or t1vo-price selling is strictly pro-

hibited and, at the :c'ame tirn_e, agreements between producers and distrib-

utors Irhi.ch Hould lead to the control or the sharing of the market or 

monopoly on sales are placed under the same prohibition. Indu:1trial 

concentrations ar·e ullovred if they provide for the improvement of pro-

duct.ion or the diminution of' costs but are subject to interdiction if 

they provide an escape from tbe rules of free compet.Ltion by controlline 

the rn.arket. 

Another important .ta·ctor in the creation of the Cor:;;rnunity i,ras the 

financial considerations. Some funds ha.d to be provided for the general 

expense of the organi~ation set up for the enforcement of the tr(:3aty and 

the treaty itself' considers some financial interventions of the Comrmmity. 

The financial resources are to come from three different sources: 

(1) An equalization fund provided through a levy of 1. 5 per cent 

on each ton of coal and steel. The use of this fund will be considered 

below. 
0 

(2) A fund which is intended to cover the administrative expenses 

and the non-reimbursable assistance provided for in Article 56 concerning 

readaption. The fund will be also used. for the general expenditures to 

encourage techn.ical and economic research. The levies are assessed an-

nually on the various products of the Coununity according to their average 

value and this ta.x: way not exceed one per cent unless by a decision of 

the majority of the assembly reprcsentinr:; the member states. 

( 3) Funds can be obtained by borrowing but rnay be used only to 

grant loans according to specification of the treaty. 

It is assumed that the United ,~itates will help financially, but no 

r,tep has been taken yet :cegarding the sub.ject. 
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The Community exists not only according to a set of rules dic

tating the duties of the members but, like a nation, the Comm.unity 

is based on certain basic principles. 'l'he word, 11 Community11 , in

volves the concept of democracy and for this reason the ncomm.unity 

involves the basic demo.cratic powers: ( 1) the governmental power 

of execution placed in the High Authority which is in charge of the 

application of the rules in the common interest of the member states; 

(2) the legislative power for control invested in The Common Assembly 

which is the delegation of the people constituting the Conuuunity, and 

this Assembly has controlling power over the High Authority; (3) the 

Court of Justice is the judicia!""<J power which enforces the respect 

of the code and its preservation. 

In line with the principles of constitutions, the separation of 

powers is conplete and the liaison between the executive powers of the 

Community responsible for coal and steel and the executive powers of 

the member states responsible for their national economy as a whole 

is provided by a Special Council of Ministers in which each member has 

a delegate. Within this set-up, to be a true executive power the High 

Authority must receive, by irrevocable delegation, some of the rights 

and privileges granted to the goverrunents of the member states. This 

Authority must be absolutely independent of the states and the enter

prises of the Community, and each government must consider the decisions 

of this supra-national power as decisions taken by itself. A fusion of 

national sovereignties is the last step which creates. a Community where 

a common law corresponds to a common application. 

It is evident that the member states could not simply invest their 

sovereignty even in a limited field to an irresponsible organism with 
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unlimited powers. A compromise had to be reached in line with dc1;:io

. cratic principles, a.nd the area of operations of the Community has 

hsen described with p:r'ec.ision. 

The Comrr:.unity guarantees .full freedom to private firms regarding 

their administration. Their commercial management is limited only to 

the extent of the rules established by the Cormnunity. The Court of 

Justice will protect the governments and the enterprises again.st any 

excess in authority regarding the application of the rules. 

Producers, workers and consumers have a permanent right to be 

heard and have the assurance of participating closely in the life of 

the Co.rmnunity. On the other aide, the High Authority has the duty of 

spreading coJ.lectiv·e information to the groups mentioned above for the 

common use of the governments and the enterprises. 

The High Authority-

Since it is supra-national, independent o:f' the governments and 

the enterprises, this executive power will have as its duty the appli

cation of' the treaty for the common interest of the Community. The 

High Authority is composed o:f nine members elected for six years with 

a maximum of two members of each nationality. These members are chosen 

for their general ability and are not allowed to have any other profes

sional activity or relations with enterprises lealing with coal and 

steel. Dei:s.ccratically, their decisions are by rnajority vote. Being 

a small organism, the High Authority proceeds by consultations and 

its range of action is l:l.l11ited to the terms of the treaty. Its duties 

are the modernization of the enterprises, the financing of research 

and the readaption of the Norkers through a contribution which cannot 
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exceed one per cent of the value of the coal and otcel production and 

by t'he mean::. of loans. . All the decisions are taken only for the appli

c-1tion o:f the rules of the Conm1unity and to reach objectives determined 

by the treaty. Bei'ore all :important decisions, the High Authority must 

consult with the Consultative Cornm:ittee and the Council of Ninisters. 

'!he decisions are public and can be enforced on the territory of the 

member states. 

'I'he Consultative Committee 

'11he Consultative Committee wlll be composed of from thirty to fifty

one merr:bers oelect13d from producers, workers, and consumers in equal 

numbcn"s and their opinion must be taken into consideration by the High 

Authority before all important decisions. 

The Consultative body of the Community is the Corum.on Assembly 

composed of delegates elected by the parliaments of the member states 

by universal suffrage. Their number is as follows: 

Germany • • ••••• 18 

Belgium ••••••• 10 

France ••••••• 1$ 

Italy •••••••. 18 

Luxembourg ••• , • 4 

Netherlands ••••• 10 

The Con:..1:t.::m Assembly meets annually and during this meeting will 

consider, in a public session, the report that will be submitted by 

the High Authority. This report will be approved or rejected. In 

this last case, by the rejection of the report, the Assembly invites 

the High Authority to a collective resignation. The Common Assembly 
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can meet f'or extr;::wrdinary purposes at the deii::.and of the High Authority 

or the Council of Ministers, or at the request of' the majority of its 

own members. In the name o:f tt;.e st:ites it represents, the Common Assem

bly co~itroh, the actions of the High Auti1or:ity. 

The Council of [,Jinisters 

This council is composed of six n,embers, one for each partici-

pating country., an:i will b,3 the link betw,~en the foieral powe.r· and the 

national authorities. It is int0cesting to note that such an orga.ni

zation was not considered in the original French proposal and that later 

it was nece5s,i,.ry to establish a rela.tion between the decisions taken by 

the Community ;,iitbin the limitc of its authority and the governfoental 

decisions on a national level. Thus a permanent consultation is pos

sible between the two powers. The High AuthoI'i.ty will consult the 

Council regarding all :important decisions and the Council will advise 

the High Authority on all moves which ean have important consequences 

on the economy of the nations interested. 

The Court of Justice 

Composed of seven jud.get, elected .for a period of six years, the 

Cou:tt will inaure the respect of ti1e rules both in the interpretation 

'.md the app.Lication of the treaty. If the Court rules that a decfaion 

of the High Authority has an ille;;;al cha.cacte:c according to the clause 

of the treaty and that it constitutes an abuse of power, it has tb.e 

authority to annul the decision and to allot damages. 

The function· of the Court might be CDmpared to the L'u.."lction of the 

Suprene Court of the United :::.otates for the interp:cet:ition of the con

stitutiona.iity of the decisions taken through the authority of the 
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executive powers, and this Court has the same function as an International 

Court. 

A creation such as the CoJ'.iJ.filun:lty, with so many implications and 

changes., could only be put into effect 6radu.a.lly before reaching full 

operation. To this effect., a Convention containing the transitional 

provisions as provided in Article 85 of the treaty was drai,m up and set 

forth the measures for the creation of the sine;le market and the pro-

gressive adaptation of production to tbe ne~v conditions in which it idll 

take place. The treaty ,1ill be placed in effect during two periods: 

t ' t d t' t ·t. l . ' ll+ ne pre para· ory an ne rsnsl. 1.ona per10:.rn. 

During the preparatory pE:;ciod, the :l.m;titution of the Community 

will be established, the High li.uthority will study, consult, and ne-

gotiate with the countries concerned, and obtain an overall view of 

the situation in the coal and steel industries. 

The transition period will begin on tho :late on -which the cornmon 

market is created and will end at the expiration of a period of five 
15 

yec1rs following the creation of the cornmon market for coal. During 

the five-year tramiitional period, the High Authority can permit the 

practice of zone-prices, 3.nd the maintenance of national compensatory 

funds. The High A.uthority will establish a perequation16 levy per ton 

14 
Conventlon Containing the Transitional Provisions. Pur.tx)ses. 

Section 1. 

15Ibid. 
16 

Pereq_uation, concept used in the official translation of the 
treaty meaning equation or compensation. 



of coal which will represent a percentage of producers 1 .ceceipts on 

the coal production of those countries where average costs are less 

17 
than the average of the Community. 'l'he ceiling of this equalization 

levy i~ill be l. 5 per cent of such receipts dw·ing the first year of 

operation of the single market and will be reduced by 20 per cent of 
18 

tiJe ir,itial ceiling each year. 

After ctudy, even the use of a per(:lquation fund was not found 

in some cases to be a. sufficient solution. The Belgian mines in ?ar-

ticular should be replaced by coal from. other states to have the Bel-

. d . 19 gian consumer benefit from a price re uct:i.on. The dacrease in French 

production that may be brought by· the establishment of cormaon :market 

may not exceed an annual ceiling of one million tons ducing the tPans-

ition period. Italy, whose steel industry is under3oinf, complete re-

organization, will be authorized by the High Authority to apply, during 

this period, annually decreasing customs duties on the products coming 

from other states and to elimlnate such duties by the end of the trans-

ition period. 

These are the main rules and arrangermmts which create the European 

Coal and ~1teel Community. This treaty has been the realization of long 

negotiat~ons) stwlies of production, and argumentation on economic and 

political principles. All these factors can be called the facts behind 

17 
Convention Containing the Transition Provision~. Purposes. 

Section 1. 
1$ 

Convention Containlng the Transition Provisions. Special 1.,,::.,-
visions for coal. Chapter II, Section 24. 

19.-b •. ~-
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tho Con'lunity and it will be trw ain of the follmring chapters of 

this stud;y to conside.!'.' thoso facts and their econonic and political 

implic,,,tions. 



PAH.'r 'l111JO 

'l'HE FACTS B&IIND 'l'tlffi SCHUMAi:J PLAN 

This second part will :r·eview the economic problems in the past 

and present relationships between the coal and steel industries of 

the six countries forming the Comrn.unity as reflected in their patterns 

of production, consumption and trade. It will deal in particular with 

the cost and price differentials of these two industries. The problem 

is complicated °l?Y the difficulty of rendering the data for these coun

tries comparable; some are of an approximate nature but are deemed to 

be sufficiently r0liable to allow some significant conclusions regard

ing the countries concerned. furthermore, an attempt will be made to 

point out tJbat differences in costs and prices can be maintained through 

the artificial separation of the markets, whether governments impose 

them or whether governments merely permit them to be imposed by indus

tries themselves. From these data, we shall attempt to outline the 

possibility and efficiency of a unified rm:u,ket for the coal and steel 

industries of \1/estern Europe and gain a clearer idea of the problems 

to be encountered. 
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CHAPfER III 

'l'HE COAL INDUSTdIES 

The treaty for the European Coal and Steel Community unites six 

countries with the following characteristics: 

NNl'IONS POPULATION SQUAd.E OVEHS.EAS 0EPEN'DE.NCIES S(UARE 
IN HILLIONS MILES POPULATION Ilif 1ULLIONS :MlIES 

Pe stern 
Germany 413 96,000 

Belgium 9 11,752 19.2 953,561 

France 42 212,681 

Italy 46 116,553 

LuxEm:bourg 0.3 998 

Netherlands 10 13,200 J5.1 002,524 

Source: Comp1led by Chauncey D. Harris, University of Chicago, 
1948. 

Nature has assembled the main sources of European industrial wealth 

in a triangle the longer side of which is not even 270 miles in length. 

(Chart II) l'!ithin this area, \fostern Europe has its coal mines. Lor-

raine is located next to the Saar, and thus coal is touching iron ore. 

Natural means of communication like the Hoselle Il.iver, the Rhine and 

the Heuse permit cheap transportation for such products and other means 

of comnunication are also numerous in this relatively small area. In 

this triangle, the coal producing areas stretch from the Ruhr, westw-d.rd 

across the iJether lands and, from Belgium to Northern France, reaching in 

the south the rich iron ore deposit of Lorraine and the adjacent coal 

mines of Lorraine and the Saar. 
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where iron and steel indm,trius aru b2.,:ied on t:1e local. production of 

ir·or1 ore eo1nb'inocl :Lti1 

they are based on the local coal 1 
.J. 

L:·cm oi~e. '.1.ne fin-:t pattern iz, typified U1e Lorr::tine iron :::md 

quality coking coal, 

3.nd tt1e :-;cnr. Nm1hcre ln the 110.cld exi:;ts :i.n so rn,al1 a 1,erirnete:c f,ucl1 

an accu..1:;ul'.it:i.on of indu:st.r:i.al. pm-rel'. 
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TABLE NO. ~ 

PliODUCTION, CONBUMP'I'IDrlf AND TH.A.DE IN 

'l'HE COAL INDUS'rRIJ~S; 1937 & l9h9 

(millions of tons) 

Countries Production Consmnption 'fatal :tl:xport Total Import 
I 37 1 /+9 137 '49 '37 '49 '37 '49 

Belgium 29.9 27.9 1.5 0.9 

Luxembourg 31.8 27.6 4.3 6.2 0.3 

France 1+4.3 51.2 67.4 65.9 1.7 LO 24.7 15.7 

Saar 13.4 11..3 7.0 8.2 6.7 7.0 0.3 0.9 

Western 
Germany 137 .6 103.2 101.5 94.8 4.5./+ 12.8 9 .4 4.4 

Netherlands lL~.3 11.7 15.5 16.0 7.1 a.3 i}.J 

Italy 1.5 1.1 13.9 10.1 12.5 9.0 

'I'O'l'AL 2L,0.9 219.4 2J7.l 222.6 65.3 22.3 61.4 35. 5 

Source: The Economic Bulletin for J~urope, Second Quarter, 1950. 

'rHE SITlhTION OF nm COAL INDUSTRY 

A study of the above table covering the coal production iil the 

;y~ears 1937 and 1949, reveals some interesting trends prevaiJ.ing in the 

coal market. Production figures indicate: 



(1) A .fall of 10 per cent in the t.otal production between 1937 

and 1949. 

(2) A considerable fu.11 in the German production ;,rho:;;c share in 

the Comrr11wity has br~en reduced. Thio last factor is d.ue to facts such 

as u::i.r destruction, over-exploitation of the best rnines und~r the Nazi 

regime, uncertainty of the .:tuhr's status .and the insta.J.lation 1rrork 

e,::ecuted by German miners::, thus reducing their actual :;roductivity. 

(3) Fi-encb production has siw.rply increased, thanks to the t.ce-

nien·ious ei'f'o.rt of the coe:il industry r:Lght after the w1r and due to 

the fact that the French coal mines did not suffer as much destruction 

iurin.:; the MU' as thos0 of some othr-~r countries', the 1:fotherla.nds, 

for ex,.'imple. 

'l'ha coal consumption presents also f3o.,:;e :inte.cestin,~ chaca.cter-

istic;;;. In 1937, the total consumption for t!1e CoriiliJ.unity Nas 237 

million tons, c1bout 8 per cent above the actual level of' con::mr2ption 

in 1949. This decrease of coal consumption uust he cor.1parrad 1Jitr1 a 

decline oi' only 3 per cent for the level of iuJ.ustria.l production in 

gencra.1. 1 

A c,,r.:pa.1.~ison i:ioti1e1m the coal consumption of 1937 and 1949 cioes 

n.ot reveal the importc.1.nt fluctuations 1~hich happened f,·om one year 

to another. These fluctuations have been as much as 44 per cent below 

the av,.Jr,-1,~e level of consumption for the 12 years considt3r·ed, and a~, 

l 
J'om·nal Oi'fic.iel do la :teput,lique f;.•ancJ.ise. Avi::i ot :capports 

du. <.:onseil ,~conomique. (IfovmrtLier JO, 1951) p. 22L1. 
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For the group, France-Germany-Saar representing, before 1940, 

169 million tons or about 75 per cent of the consumption of the Com-

munity there are some shifts to 78 per cent and 114 per cent of a 

normal commmption in t.lw yeQrs of depr•ession and prosperity. The 

difference beti·Jeen these hro extremes amountB to 60 mill:i.on tons or 

mo1~e than 35 per cent of the total conswnption o.f the Community dur--

2 
ing a non.1.al year. 

In F:canee, the amount of the apparent consuJUption has fallen 

from H?.6 million tons in 1929, to 67.4 in 1937, and 65.9 in 19L,9. 

(:,le :: .. ..-i.y also notice that the tendency f01~ the consumption to decline 

is general for the countries fo1~rning the Community. 3 This drop i:1 

the coal consumption is caused partly· by the competition of other 

sources of ene:cgy ( IKi.terpower and oil) and a more efficient use of 

coal. Over long periocis, the total industrial production increased 

appreciably more than tho consumption of coal. 'l'he shift to oil is 

accelerated by the labor-saving poss:i.billties and we can say that 

,;hen a country must import fuel and has a choice beh·.:reen coal s.nd 

oil, the latter is preferred. 

Coal supply lacks adaptability to chan,:;ing market conditions to 

a greater extent than fuel oil. The coal shortage was one of the 

major bottlenecks of the economy of ',Jestern iurope right after the 

collapse of Ger·many. 'i'he labor supply ,,m,s inadequate, the labor 

productivity declining, the equipment scarce Ftnd in bad comhtion, 

2rbid. 

3Ibid. 
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nnd some auxiliary material like pit-timber was missing. 'I'he differ-

ences bet1,een the countries forming the Community were only differ-

onces of degree. The problem was aggravat.Gd by the inability to im-

port coal to make up for the shortages arising fron reduced output 

at this title. Germany and Bnc;lnnd, the traditional coal exporters, 

were able to meet these shortages onl;ir on a very reduced scE>le when 

they had to contend themselves with a serious lack of production. 

Exports declined to a grea.ter extent than production beca.use of 

:n.&tional ri1easures giving domestic consurners priority rights to the 

exioting production in each countr;r. Foreign. tr,ade in coal between 

Belgium, Ge1'!:1any and Netherlands in pre-war days was based on differ-

ences in t;ypes and qualities. At the end of hostilities, the govern-

ments of 1Jestern Europe realized that coal ::;upplies were the key to 

economic recovery and they accorded c;reat priorities to measures 

that ELimed at increasing coal ::supplies. 

Considering th,3 enornou,3 difficulties :Jith which the cou..n.tries 

of the Community hall to contend in more than. one field, the rate of 

recovery of their coal production between 1945 and 1949 may certo.inly 

be termed iJnpressi ve. In the meantime, these countries turned to 

the United 3tates for their coal imports. 4 .:3uch imports, owing to 

the high transport costs, proved to be very e::;.:pensive and their 

progressive elimination was a. s:ymptom of return to greater normalcy. 

Two factors me.de this possible: the higher exports from European 

countries, particulm:'ly from Germany and England, and the increasing 

4Rotterdamsohe Bank C;,uurterlz. No. 4, (1950). p. 4-45. 
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production of the coal-importing countries. The process of reducing 

imports from the United States was accelerated by the 1948 strikes in 

that country. The biggeost :improvement in the comparative relation of 

home production to domestic consumption 'kJas achieved in France 1;1here 

output now exceeds pre-Tvar level. 

There has been a certain contraction in European's coal trade .. 
cycle already in the course of 194S; signs of slackening demand i,rere 

5 first perceptible in Delgium. 'rhis reduction happened because the 

principal coal-consuming industries, the steel-and metal-~:irocessing 

industries, are very sensitive to business-cycle movements and also 

because coal-production costs, as shall be seen later, are higher in 

Belgium than in the other :members of the Community. Mo:ceover, the hard-

ness of the Belgian currency 1rms an additional obstacle to the export of 

coal to other cour1tries. 

The ir:icreasine significance of prices in the coal situation should 

be noted and this is particularly true for the export markets 1vhere im-

portant changes occurred.. '.Early in 1949, Polish coal lost considerable 

ground. The posit1on of the German coal industries became stronger and 

price cuts contributed to this result. The German export prices were 

cut from '';16.00 to ~;il2. 50 per ton. The price :c;ystem adopted in Germany 

· and England tfil3 a system of double pricing--h'Lgher for exportation than 

for domestic uses. ':i.'he belgian coal industry followed i'or some time a 

dumping policy. It sold coal below cost prices in foreign markets so 

that these transactions caused very important losses. The Belgian coal 

5rbid. 
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companies I decision to adopt this policy ivas taken in connection with 

the efforts made to cut their coal supplies which had become excessive. 

During the last months of 1949, the coal situation was also influenced 

by the devaluation of a number of currencies and Drice rises. On the 

other hand, prices of coal did not rise in the currencies of countries 

such as Poland and the United States that did not resort to devaluation. 

During the first six months of 1950, the coal industry of Western 

Europe developed along rather unfavorable lines. There vJere exportable 

surpluses more particularly in France and the Saar Basin, a.nd to a les

ser extent, also in tJestern Germany and in England. By the end of i'-fa.r£h, 

1950, the Economic Co:mrr:ission for 1£urope arwounced that in the second 

quarter of 1950, there would be an exportable surplus of three million 

tons of coal in Europe which would find no buyer. 6 The term 11 su.rplus 11 

should be interpreted however, 1:d.th some reserve •.• tv"hen France a.nd 

Belgium had surplus stocks, other countries lite Italy had a deficiency 

that they were unable to cove:i.4 fror.c. European sources either because the 

qualities they needed were-not available or because of difficulties re-

garding pa;yrc.ents. Moreover, excess did not occur in every category of 

coal; some types such as house coal and anthracite still remained scarce. 

The announcement of the extensive rearmament and stock-p:lling pro-

grau in the United States produced an important and sudden stimulus to 

the economic activities a.nd disposed of the anxi~Ly felt regarding over

production and unusable export surplus .. For these reasons., the winter 

of 1950-51 was characterized by :a.ew shortages of coal; England reduced 



its exports and in October 1950., l'Jestern t}erm.any' s Minister of Eco-

nomic Affairs went so far ,rn to declare that the coal output had be-

come a source of anxiety for hit1 country and that, even with a reduc-

tion of exports, tJestern Germany 1,,rould experience a shortage of some 

three million tons. 7 Increased output offers the solution but the 

question of man power i-m.s a big difficulty in Western Germany as well 

as in England. Further sym.ptoms of the great change that has .taken 

place in the market for the Community was the Belgian decision to re-

sume her imports and that the imports of coal from the United .States 

were to be resuned on a large scale. 

As we see it., the basic problem of the coal market is the aciapta-

tion of an inelastic supply to a swiftly changing demand. The consump-

tion shows important variations according to the economic situation of 

the countries considered. 'l'he production, on the contrary, can be 

adapted only ~~th difficulty to the variations in dewand. Traditionally, 

the exports from England helped to reGulate the coal rr~rkct on the con

tinent but its disappearance modified the whole structure of the :market. 8 

'£he producing countries of the Comm.unity show very large differences 

both in labor productivity and in labor cost per manshift of eight hours. 

Cost comparisons are dlfi'icult because different methods a.re used for 

social charges and taxation, capitalization and financing. For instance, 

the dif fercnt methods used in ari1or·tizatio11 of capital can cause the 

costs to vary as much as 10 per cent. 

7Journal Officiel de la Republique Francaise. Avis et rapports 
du Conseil Economique. (November 30, 1951) p. 224. 

8Ibid. 



TABLE NO. Ib 

PH.ODUC1'IVITY COSTS AND PH.ICES IN COAL HIIJnm, FIRST HALF OF 1950 

Quantities and dollars at current exchange rates 

Total output Output per Labour costs Total operating Average 
COUNTB.Y (millions of tons) man-shift per man-shift Labour costs expenses per ton pithead 

(annual rate) (over-all) (over-all) per ton raised price per ton 
(tons) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) 

Belgium 28.3 o.69 5.s4 a.53 13.07 13.70 

France 51.8 0.75 5.13 6.87 8.74 10.00 

Saar 15.1 0.94 4.62 4.90 7.91 9.64 

Western Germany 107,6 1.06 4.39 4.14 7.33 7.92 

Netherlands 12.1 1.42 3.51 2.46 

United Kingdom 22.3.2 1.21 4.99 4.1.3 5.90 6.61 

Source: Economic Bulletin for Europe, Second Quarter, 1950. 

' ..... ...) 
·~ 
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From the figures in Table No. 1 it can be seen that the differ
b 

ences in labor costs work in a direction which has a tendency to exa.g-

gerate rather than to offset the differences in productivity. Costs 

are determined largely by the wL1ely differing nature of the coal mines, 

a handicap 11hich technology cam1ot eliminate fully. 

For the two extreme cases, Belgium h,3.s not only the lowest out put 

but the highest labor cost per manshift while the Netherlands has the 

biggest output together with the lowest labor cost. 'l'he average labor 

costs per ton of coal produced are thus about three and a half times 

as high in Belgium as in the Netherlands. Labor costs are relatively 

low in the two countries idth the largest reserves of high quality coal 

in Western Germany and England. The fact that the production in the 

low-cost countries rernains insufficient and their exports trr1ich are 

low explain the maintenance of the pressu.re on other countries with 

high production costs~9 

'l'he ma.in element in coal production is labor, but operating ex-

pemMs seem to be high in t"Jestern Germany and still higher in Belgium. 

He now turn to the role of costs of coal production in the Western 

European countries. Table No. II i:;ives us some relevant information. 

The pithead prices reflect the differences in operating expenses. 

In Belgiur.:,., for instance, there is a government subsidy (which has been 

gradually diminishing since October, 191.9) but prices are still twice as 

high as in England and about two-thirds higher than in "vfastern Germany. 

It can be seen that the difference of cost prices between the countries 

of Western Burope are greater now than they were in the past. 

9Economic Bulletin for Europe, Second Quarter, 1950, p. 28 .. 
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TABLE NO. II 

AV&1AG:i:: PITHEAD PRICES OF COAL, 1886 TO 1949 

Dollar price per ton 

COUt>JT RY lsC6 1913 1924 1929 1936 19L,9 

Belgium 1.60 3.63 5.25 4.44 3.62 13.36 

France 2.21 3.29 4.34 4.35 5.18 9.ys 

Germany (Ruhr) 1.10 2.87 4.44 3.58 4.20 7.92 

Netherlands 3.58 3.40 

United Kingdom 1.16 2.46 4.16 3.32 3.58 6.61 

United States 1.09 1..30 2.43 1.96 1.94 5.50 

Source: Bconomic Bulletin for Europe, Second ~u.a.rter, 1950. 

TABLE 1,JO.. III 

PRODUCTIVITY IN COAL MINING, li181 TO 1949 

Output per man-shift or per man-day in tons 

COUNTRY 1881- 1909- 1924 1929 1936 1949 
1890 1913 

Belgium 0.54 0.45 0.58 0.80 0.64 

France o.69 o.68 0.58 0.69 o.86 0.70 

Saar 0.84 0.71 0.84 0.95 0.85 

Germany (Ruhr) 0.94 0.36 1.27 1.71 1.05 

Netherlands 0.82 0.84 1.25 l.?8 1.41 

United Kingdom 1.03 0.89 1.10 1.20 1.18 

United States 2.32 3.23 4.14 4.40 4.19 5.68 

Source: gconomic Bulletin for Europe, Second Ciaarter, 1950. 
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Table No. III shows that in 1949, the productivity in coal mining 

for the countries of the Community other than the Netherlands had re-

covered to the appro.x:imate level reached in 1929. This low productivity 

can be attributed to many factors such as the quality of the labor force, 

the old equipment, and the ex..J.i.au:3tion of sorr,e fields of mining. 

In terms of productivity, the lead of the United St-:1,tes is very 

significant. It is certainly due to the use of very modern equipment 

which the European countries, even with Harshall Plan help, could not 

afford. On the other hand, the coal fields in the United States are, 

on the average, much easier to work than the European mines. 'I'he chart 

shows that in the United States the Second Norld VJar bro~. ,:ht a very 

definite inc;.~ease in productivity. 

Prices a.re difficult to compare because the price di:ffo:;:·cmces be-

tween the countries are in many cases considerably greater than can be 

accounted for by transport costs. In Germany, for instance, rail freight 

charges favor domestic traffic and penalize movements across international 

borders. Then, costs and price differences are created for the most part 

through controls and regulations added to the practice of double pricing 

mentioned above. These export differentials are often completely or 

partially offset by subsidies from coal importing count1~ies. In France, 

for example,- the t1Caisse de Compensation!' pays a subsidy on imports of 

Gerrna.n coal but the pesult is to increase the amount paid by France for 

her imported coal.lo 

lOLa. Cormmmaute Europeenne du charbon et de 1 1 Acier, Conoeil Zco
noni.ique. Commission des affa.ires economiques et du Plan. 1.189/Af. Ee./ 
71+. Paris. (November 22, 1951). 
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If the prospects for the six co-1.mtrL;s forming the Cornrwnity are 

considered, it rmst be said that in such a complicated interdependence 

of variable factors, pr1;,:1dictions can be male only with the greatest 

c,rntion. A;:; far as consumption of coal is concer:ki, :1.t is influenced 

not only by ttie snort-term cyclical fluctuations and a long-term trend, 

but also ov,,n• f,ome period b~r political factors. The long-te:cm tJ:·end 

:implios a relative decline in. consumption. It aJ.SG is Jiff:icult to 

worh. out estimates about future coal uales, z;o nm,1erous are the factors 

affecting the course of events. 

The coal t,hortages and surpluses periodically ~;eem to be Y.31°;/ 

serious problems and the proJ.ucing countries have t:ci.ed v~ry h.::.:;:d to 

keep coal µrices low in the domestic l:i"1d'..et in order to fight inflation 

a.nd l1el.P a f~1st recover:;/. It sec~11s r·oasor1a.bl0 to ass1J.E1e t.J1,\.t ir1 perio1is 

of' shortages, the abolition of controls and sub:;idies ,.rould provoke a 

1·fr5e in prlces in the low-cost countries ra.ther than to lo·wer them in 

a high-cost area, but. a.s Hill b::; demonstrated. later, in the long run, 

isrea.t benefits would b,:;; derived f .com the abolition of the export dif-

ferentials, subsidies, disc1·.iminatory transportation rates and other 

controls an.d ree;ulations cre3.ting the p1·esent price st1:·1.1etures. 



CH.i\.PTK(l IV 

THE STEEL INDUSTaIES 

Through the diversity of its uses and by its character of uni-

versa.lity, steel production is still the best i1ay to estimate the 

strength of a nation in peace time as well as during a war. For this 

reason alone, every country has attempted to develop within its terri-

tory some steel industries which will give it independence. This fact 

and the lack of investment due to the depression explain the drastic 

fall of international trade in steel. In 192$, the tonnage of steel 

exported was one-sixth of the world production, while today it is 

one-tenth of it. Not only have all countries developed their steel 

industry, but some small nations have created one. Turkey, for in-

stance, ivhich did not produce any steel in 19.39, estimates a future 
1 

production of 220,000 tons in 1953. 

t~1en we consider the general trend of consumption over a long 

period, we see that the needs for steel are very sensitive to fluctu-

ations of the business cycle, and as a rule, are closely tied with in-

vestment and armam,~nt programs. In 1949, the countries forming the 

Community used approx:lli'l.ateJ:y sixteen and a half .million tons. In 1938, 

the consUIDption pe,1k reached nineteen million tons., but in this tonnage 

the needs for war preparation ha,,c a share estimated at more than three 

million tons. 2 

1 
11Le Fer et 1 1 Acier dans le Monde", (from ::i.ealites., October, 1950), 

Problemes Economigues, l\Jo. 151, November, 1950. La Docmnentation Fran
caise, Paris. 

211Avis et Hapports du Conseil Economique", Journal Officiel de la 
Republigue Francaise, November, 1951, p. 228. 
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The average consumption before the Second World War wa.s.approxi-

ma.tely sixteen million tons. Table No. 1 shows the apparent consump-

tion of finished steel during different phases of the business cycle 

fo:r· the menbers of the community. * 
The total production of the Co:mmunity which was, in 1920, about 

24 million tons reached in 19l;.9 only about 20 million tons. This dif-

ference is accounted for L:lostly by the low German production, which 

fell from 9,540 thousand tons in 1929 to 6,339 in 1949 because of the 

dismantling of some steel mills, and the limitation of the Ruhr pro-

duction by the International Authority. However, this situation is 

not likely to remain, as the restrictions on the German production are 

disappearing gradually and Germany ivill certainly regain its pre-war 

level of production. See Table No. IL 

The French siderurgic industry does not utilize its productive 

capacity completely. Since 1945, a great effort to impro:ve equip-

ment has been made but the production is slowed down by the lack of 

suitable coke. Actually we can say that the French steel industry 

reaches only $5 per cent of its rated capacity. A study of steel pro-

duction and consumption indicates that it is not possible to speak 

broadly of the market for steel in general or about production costs 

in the abstract. The cost of steel is the result of complex industrial 

processes ivhich involve raw materials, whose position in the market 

must be considered independently. As we shall see later, it is :more 

feasible to deal ,dth the total costs of pig iron used rather than to 

concentrate on the costs of finished steel since national estimates use 

different bases in ea.ch country. The Schuman Plan does not only limit 

*For convenient reading, the tables have been placed at the end of the 
chapter,. 
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itself to finished steel problems but concentrates on the raw rnater-

ials which lead to steel production. 

The Community does not fill its entire needs in iron ore with a 

production of 45 million tons and 14 per cent of the consumed tonnage 

must be impo,cted from other countries (t:,enerally Swedish ores of bet-

ter qua.lity). France is the main producer of the Community ( 70 per 

cent of the total) and exports 22 per cent of her production or about 

7 .2 million tons. Since 1929, production and exports of l"rench iron 

ore have been reduced; on the other hand the iron ore from Lorraine 

with its phosphorous content needs a special treatment for which u:ily 

France, 'l'he Saar and Belgium are equipped. German production is a-

round nine million tons which does not cover a large part of the do-

mestic needs and this ore is in general quite poor. 

As a whole, the decline of iron-ore production in V']estern Europe 

from 193'7 to 191+9 has been almost 20 per cent. In France and the ad-

joining Luxembourg fields, production in 1949 was approximately 3.2 

million tons less in terms of iron content than in 1937. In bJestern 

Germany, production has been maintained while imports have fallen. 

In 1937, German ores provided one-fifth of its total domestic con-

sumption and in 1949, the proportion had risen to more than one..:half. 

See Table No. III. 

According to the experts of the Community, needs of the six 

countries reach annually 52 million tons and have been estimated 

for each country clS follows: 



Germany 13.6 million tons France, Saar 24.5 million tons 

Belgiurn 6.7 million tons Italy o.6 million tons 

Luxembourg 6.1 million tons Netherlands o.6 million tons 

TOTAL 52.l million tons 

Source: The C:or;m1ittee of gxperts. Journal Officiel de la Repub-

lique Francaise. p. 235. 

In France the drop in output was matched by a reduction of exports 

especially to Belgium and :}estern Germany. The fall in the consumption 

of iron ore is not fully reflected in the .figures of steel production 

111hich was only slightl~T reduced. This has been possible beca,rne of a 

greatly increased consumption of iron and steel serap in the production 

of pig iron and steel. The total aJaount of scrap consumed. in N,";;;stern 

Europe including the United Kingdom in 1949 was about 5 million tons 

greater than before the war. See Table No. V. Due to the tendencies 

toward national self-sufficiency most of the countries saved consider-

able quantities of iron ore by '.icing more scrap. See '.l'able No. VL 

The scrap supply is very elastic because its recovery can be more or 

less active depending on the derns.nd. Most of the scrap is provided by 

domestic scrap collection. The Commu11ity ca.n cover its needs of scrap 

quite safely. The production war, in 19h9, 17 .6 million tons and the 

consumption was only 14.9 million tons. France and Germany, :fter the 

war destruction, 
4 are very favored and have an :important stock. France 

covers her needs and Germany has become an exporter to Europe and the 

4nThe Coal and Steel Industries for Western Europe". Economic 

Bulletin for EuroE'?.• Second quarter, 1950. p. J6. 



United States. Hm,ever, France, which is developing its production 

of Martin steel, will need more and. more scrap. We must realize the 

fa.ct that the use of :scra.p in the Thom.as process permits a consider-

able saving in coke per ton of pig iron. Uaing iron ore, 1,000 kilo-

gramE, of coke are needed; using :3cra.p, only 500 kilo1;rams are Dt?.eded. 

Scrap cannot solve the problem of raw materials necessary for pig iron 

production but the productive capacity can be temporarily increased 

through an intensive drive for f,crap recovery in periods of large de-

mand. 

Germany is well provided with scrap but needs iron ore from other 

countries. She prefers Swedish ore which is a better quality. At the 

present time~ i:1~my high furnaces are located near seaports or rivers 

which facilitates this type of imports, 3ret the ore from Sweden is some-

ti.mes difficult to obtain. 1'he Schuman Plan is likely to re-establish 

the traditional trade of the yea.rs preceding 194.l and leading to large 

imports of iron ore from Lorraine, easily transported to the Ruhr in-

dustry. 

Scrap while utilized extensively in steel production, accounts 

also for a large part of the cost of pig iron. Its importance has in-

creased since the Lvar and in the countries of the Co1r,:munity the amount 

consumed per ton of pig iron went from about ?O kilogran;.s :i.n 1937., to 

162 in 191+9. See Table No. VI. Howave.r, we may ass1.11ne that this q_uan-

tity will be reduced as the abnormally large supplies of scrap dimL11ish. 

The price of scrap in England, ~t? .60 per ton, is extremely low but. 

reaches ~!,18 in Belgiwrt and Luxembourg. 5 

\Avis et Rapports du Conseil Economique". Journal Offid.el de 
la i1euublioue Francaise. (November, 1951) p. 236. 



In order to understand the possible economies t,hat might be rea-

lized through the unification of the rnsu:'ket, the following pages ana-

lyze the present structure of price for iron ore, scrap and coke leading 

to the p,:-oduction of pig iron and then steel. 

If labor is the ma in cost elenent in coal mining, raw rna terials 

account for 70 to 80 per cent of the total cost of pi::?: iron. The re-

lationship between the prices paid by the iron and steel industries 

is different from that for coal, as the prices of coking fines are dif-
6 

ferent from the average pithead price of coal. 'These differences re-

fleet chcmJ/~S in availability of coking coal and price policies in 

various countries. 'rhe lowest delivered price of coke, $10.71 per ton, 

is found in Western Germany, the largest producer and exporter; the 

highest price, ivl6.47 per ton, in France, the largest importer of metal-

7 
lurgical fuels. See '!'able No. VII. 

Actun.lly the French and German products are sold to consuwers at 

the same price. 'fhis equality in delivery prices arises from the German 

double pricing and discrimination in freight rates on imported coke. 

The elimination o.f these discrir11.in1c.Lions on the basis of the domestic 

prices would a.llow the coke of the .Ruhr to be sold in Lorraine for ~pJ 

or t~3. 50 less per ton than the coke produced in Northern France. 'l'be 

creation of a united market could bring very significant savings for 

French steel inJustries through the use of larger quantities of superior 

quality German coke. 

6Ibid. 

7Ibi.d. 
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Comparison between the prices of iron ores is difficult because 

of varying iron content and other differences in quality. The richer 

ores permit a considerable economy in the amount of coke used for blast-

ing and may comm.and a premium over lower-grade ores. It appears that, 

in the countries of the Community, the impo.::-ted ores are relatively 

high in iron content in contrast to very poor hor..e ores; there is also 

an :i.mportant difference between the prices of the producing countries 

in hiestern Europe. See Table No. VIII (1 and 2). Ex.pressed by tons 

of iron content, the average price of home ore£:; delivered is roughly 

.00 for Lorraine and Lux:ernbourg and ;:,,bout Jtl6.00 in Western Germany. 

The ,,iiffer.ence between the Lorraine and Ger.man price may be partly ex-

plained by the nargin between labor productivity of the two countries. 

Even on the basis of present freight rates (German home ore benefits 

from extremely low freight charges), Lorraine ore could be delivered 

in the Huhr at a price per ton of iron content about f\2.00 less than 

the German delivered horne ores. Except in Hestern Germany, the de-

livered prices of home ores in the Community are substantially lmrer 

per unit of iron content than the costs of imported ores, varying from 
f5 

~H3. 40 for Swedish ore to i)l7. 50 for Newfoundland ore. 

Transportation :i.s the principal element, in t,he prices of imported 

ores and for the Newfoundland ores a.mounts to half of the price. The 

urr,ency for production right after- the war and the increa:3e in the 

price of coke, greater in proportion than that of iron ore, have in-

cTea3ed the preference for richer ores. This situation has tended to 

8 
Ibid. 



decrease the amount of ore imported from France by the neighboring 

countries. 
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On the basis of the amounts of coke, i.ron ore and BCI'<Sp consUi"!led 

and of their average prices, estimates have been made of the averap;e 

cost of pig iron production. See Table No. IX. Coke is, in all cases, 

the largest cost item of the three raw i:,aterials, and. is the most 

stable as far as quantities conswr,ed are conccrneJ.. rl'he tonna1:se of 

i:ton ore and sc:cap and their relative in1portance vary widely. Since 

the war., certain factors have influenced ti,,';) quantities of the three 

materials used. Among these are the increases in the cost of coke and 

the greater availability of scrap as compared ivith iron ore in most 

European countries. See 'l'able No. IV. In 1,'rance, coke consumption is 

relatively high because of the poor quality of domef;tic iron ores. In 

Germ.a.ny, where the price of coke has risen less than the price of do-

111estic iron ores, cheap scrap has been heavlly utilized. 

As a conclusion, l,,e may say that in Europe, t11e raw-material costs 

of pig iron are lowest in En.gland with a total of less than d'.22.00 for 

the tro:r·ee items. ( :~nn;land is self-sufficient in coke and in scrap, 

meets a b.rge part of its iron ore needs, and keeps home prices relatively 

low compared to other European countries.) Belgium and Luxembourg have 

the highest raw-raaterial cost wi.t,h 1}2$.00 per ton of pig iron, their 

extensive use of scrap being incapable of cou.nt eractints the high cost 

of coke. Western Germany and ll'rance occupy an intermediate position, 

the advantage of Germany in coke being offset by the advantage of France 

in iron ore. We, therefore, see the vital J.mport.ance of coke for countries 

like France and Belgium. 'l'r :;,,3 t::10 countries could realize :iJ11portant 
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economies, if their requirements could be met by low-cost p:toducers., 

and specially by western Germany, on the basis of equal prices and equal 

transportation costs. On tho other hand, we find that tli0 utilization 

of domestic iron ores in Germany appears to be one of the most irratiorn:il 

uses of raw material in tfostr.orn :;urope. 9 In th0 i::ecent past, the wide 

use of scrap in Gern:any and sor:ie other count:vi<~::\ \r.Jhich are deficj_ent in 

iron-ore production reduced ten~poraril;ir their· diff1culties and their 

costs. However, the exhaust:lon of :scrap supplies or even the return of 

scrap consmrrption to a normal ratio would, Nithout any d.oubt, exi::and 

low-cost ore production in France, recreating the traditional coke-iron 

interdependence of France and Gm.·rr:any. 

It is impossible to make an accurate stat,3ruent on the cost of pig 

iron under a unified market without estim.'J,tes of the behavior of supplies 

and prices, but it seeEs safe to assume that substantial economies would 

be made. Pig iron 1s the n1.1-d.n cost element tn the pro:luc lng of crude steel 

by the Thomas process and enters less into the Mc1rtin process where scrap, 

fuel and labor represent a 1.arge share. The vari:3.tions t,etween countries 

begi11 a difference in the cost of sto;"l production and the lack of detailed 

infornntion concerning the conditions of steel production :render a cost 

analysis of doubtful v,q,lue. Quoted prices differ often f1~om actual prices 

and classifications differ accord:i.n:; to the country to such an ex.tent that 

comparisons are uncertain. From Table No. X, we see that tbf) cost;, of the 

billets which are the nee.rest to the crude str::;,.el stage ,3r101N the same re-

lationship of costs a.c, for pig iron, icdth a low price fm: the British and 

911 The Coal and Steel IndustriGs of Western Europe". :;:;;conomic Bulletin 
for Europe. Second Qu-:1rter, 1950. p. 36. 
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high cost in Belgium. The a.dvantage of Br·itish steel at the crude 

stage is not maintained in the more advanced products which show 

the effect of the lmt wage rates in Gerrm.1.n;r. In Thomas steel, Gernan 

prices are lower the.n those in France and Belgium, with a lowering o.f 

prices in the advanced. stages of production. The high prices in Italy 

seem to reflect the inadequate accessibility to raw materials. 10 

A comparison with the costs in the United States shows that, as a 

rule, European steel prices would be competitive and that the difference 

in cost between the varying stages of production is larger for the United 

States, cho'W:i.ng the effect of higher wages and their indisputable superi-

od.ty in the production of sheets. One may conclude that if the European 

countries undertake the production and specialization in a few standard 

products for which they are low-cost producer_s, considerable economies 

would result from the unification of the market. 
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TABLE NO. I 

Finished Steel 

Apparent consumption for the members 

of the Community for selected years'*· 

(in thousands of tons and per cent of the total consw11ption) 

COUNTRH~S 1929 
1 9 3 7 

,I 
1938 19h8 

l 9 4 9 
t'. 

c1 
/0 

Germany 7.529 10.317 55 12.230 3.613 6.036 J6,7 

Belgium 1.627 8,7 

and 1.806 1.012 l.925 1. 556 9,5 

Lu..xer,:bour g .36 0,2 

France and Saar 4.763 3.900 20,8 3.667 5.583 6.099 .37,l 

Italy 2.071 1.895 10,1 1.844 1.695 1.794 11 

Netherlands 907 9g5 5,2 638 1.025 939 5,7 

TOTAL 17.076 18.?JO 100 19.391 13.851 16.424 100 

Source: The Journal Officidl. de la ftepublique Francaise, November 30, 

1951. 

'A-Difference between real and apparent consumption: "The two terms, 

as applied in our company are used to diffe.rentia.te betweeu the apparent 

consumption of goods as determined by the production figures and the 

actual consumption which takes into account such factors as purchases 

from ... Ju.rehouses and increase or decrease of inventories". Fi·om a letter 

answering our inquiry on this subject b;y Vvil1iaw. J. Long, Bpecial Assist-

ant to the Chair.man, United :Jtates Steel Corooration. lvlay 19, 1952. See 

appendix. 
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TABLE NO. II 

Finished Steel 

Production for the :members of the Community for selected years 

( in thousands of tons) 

1929 
1937 1949 

COUNTRIES ,.._, 1938 1948 
;6 % 

Germany 9.540 10.432 44,9 11. 730 3.720 6.339 31, 7 

Belgium 3.275 2.827 12,4 1.760 3.046 2. 9 52 11.i., 8 

and 

Luxembourg 1.910 1.695 7,3 1.026 1.626 l.Li..83 7,4 

France and Saar ?.042 6.1+22 27,6 6.040 5.906 7.313 36,5 

Italy 1.952 1.779 7,7 1.735 1.529 1.627 8,1 

Netherlands 18 0,1 48 237 298 1,5 

TO'l'AL 23.?19 23.173 100 22.339 16.061+ 20.012 100 

Source: Bu11etin {;conom:i.que pour 1 1.Europe, E.C.E. (Geneve, 1950). 



'l'A.lH.,E NO. III 

Production, trade and apparent consumption in 191-1-9 

(in millions of tons) 

IRON OHE 

54 

IJu . .i'c.ern- F':c.an.ee- .bfet·:.;.er- Com-
Germany Belgium bm:::''I ~;aar Italy lands rimnity 

.L Production 9,1 

2 Imports from 
participating 
countries: 0, 4-

3 Others: 4,1 

L+ TOTAL IhPOi.tT'.3 4, 5 

5 .iiilcports to the 
participating 
sountries: 

6 •ro others: 

l+,l 

5,1 2,7 

1/J D, 9 

6 '7 
' I 

3,6 

1,6 

31,3 5 45 

0,1 0,1 8,4 

0,3 0,1 0,6 ?,6 

0,4 0.,1 O,? lb 
--------

6,8 

0,4 0,1 0,5 
-----------------------------·--.----,-------

'TOTAL I:•;XPOH.TS 

Apparent Gon
s·wuption 13,6 

1,6 

6,7 6,1 

7,2 0,1 

(_.1' 6 0,6 

,, 0, 
·-',) 

52,1 

Sour,:::e: figures derived frou. the ducuruent of Ute ex1;d.;_" :., ;:, on the 

::ci<. .. l situation. <Journal Of'ficiel o.e la tteeubliqm~ Francaise. 



TABLE NO. IV 

Division of the iron ore used the menbers of the Comnmnity 

according to the countries 

of origin 

( expressed in percentages) 

before the war after the war 
Production Imports Imports Production Imports Imports 

C O U N T H. Y of the from others from of the from others from 
country in the others country in the others 
itself Comrnunity itself Conmiunity 

\"Jestern Germany 20 10 70 70 30 

Belgium 85 15 60 40 

Luxembourg 35 65 35 35 30 

France 100 100 

Saar 100 100 

Italy 85 15 85 15 

Netherlands 15 H5 20 so 

Source: C01anittee of experts .for the Schuman Plan. Journal Officiel, No-vember JO, 

1951. 
\JI 
\.)1 



Scrap trade, consumption and apparent production, 1936-1938 and 1949 

(millions of tons and percentages) 

Luxem- Western United 
Item Belgiurn bourg France Saar Germany S11eden Italy Kingdom Total 

1936-1938 
Net imports (-) 0.4 0.4 -0.7 -0.1 -0.5 -0.7 -2.2 

or net expor·t s ( ) . 
Consumption of 
scrap in: 

Blast furnaces 0.3 0.7 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.3 2.3 
Steel works 0.5 0.2 2.2 0.5 6.1 o.6 1.6 7.0 19.7 

Blast furnaces and 
steel works 0.8 0.2 2.9 o.6 6.9 o.6 1.7 7.3 21.0 
Tot.al Consumption 
as a percentage of 
crude steel output. 26~b 11% 42% 27% 43% 61% 81% 61% 4676 
Apparent production. 1.4 3.3 o.6 6.2 0.5 1.4 6.6 20.0 

1949 
Net i.m.ports (-) 

or net exports ( ). 0.3 0.2 3.2 -0.2 -0.4 -2.1 0.4 
Consumption of 
scrap in: 

Blast furna.ces 1.0 0.3 1.3 0.2 1.7 0.1 1.7 5.4 
Steel works o.6 0.2 2.9 0.4 3.9 O.B 1.8 9.9 20.5 

Blast furnaces and 
steel works 1.6 o. 5 4.2 0.6 5.6 10.7 o.s 1.9 25.9 
Total Consumption 
as a percentage of 
crude steel output. 41;; 22;!5 46% 327; 61% 61)5j 92').; 68% 57';5 
Apparent production. l.S 4.4 o.6 8.8 o.6 1.4 8.6 26.2 \.Tl 

o-..... 

Source: Economic Bulletin for Europe, Second quarter, 1950, p. 23. 



TABIB NO. VI 

Quantity of scrap used in the production of a ton of pig iron 

( in k:i:logrammes) 

COUNT HIES l 9 3 7 1 9 4 9 

Germany 52 238 

Belgium 122 265 

Luxembourg 144 

France 127 172 

Saar 59 228 

Italy 106 210 

Netherlands 47 

Source: Published in the Journal Officiel de la 

Republique Francaise on November JO, 1951. 
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TABLE WO. VII 

Domestic market prices of coal, coking fines and coke, first half of 1950 

Aver:,l!.ge or typical quotatiol'l.3 expressed in dollars per ton 

COUNTRY 

United Kingdom 

rJestern Germany 

France · 

Belgiurr. 

Price of 
coal at 
pithead 

6.61 

7.92 

10.00 

13.70 · 

Price of 
coking 
firies at 
pithead 

6.99 

7.74 

10.36 

12.78 

Price of 
coke at 
coke·ovens 

9.92 

10.00 

lJ.41+ 

1,.10 

Coke delivered to 
blast .furnaces 

Price 

ll.2J 

10.71 

16.47 
0 

15.90 

As per cent 
of pithead 

price of coal 

l?O 

135 

165 

116 

Source: From the. Econo.rrdc Bulletin for JLurope, Second (.,,luarter, 1950. p. 30. 

'-.n 
co 



TABLE NO. VIII1 

Prices of domestic and imported iron ores, April 1950 

Dollars per ton of ore or ton of iron content and percentages 

Domestic ores by country of production 

Type of quotation United Western France Western Luxembourg 
Kingdom Germany Lorraine France 

Price at :nine, f .o.r.a 0.98 4.40 1.94 3.22 1.94 

Price delivered to blast fur-
naces in home country. 1.82 4.93 2.80 5.82 2.14 

Iron content (per cent) 30 30 32.5 48 27.7 

Price at mine per ton of iron 
content0 3.27 14.67 5.97 6.71 7.00 

Delivered price per ton of iron 
content 6.07 16.43 8.62 12.12 7. 73 

(a) Free on railroad. 

(b) If Xis the percentage of iron content, the price per ton of iron content 
100 

w.ill be; the price of a ton of crude ore multiplied by~. 

Sour-ce: Economic Bulletin for Europe. Second C~uarter, 1950. 

V, 
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TABLE NO. VIII2 

Prices of iron ores imported by the United Kingdom according to the country 

of origin 

Type of quotation Sweden Spain Algeria. Tunisia. French Spanish Sierra New-
Morocco Morocco Leone foundland 

Price, united Kingdom 8.43 7. L,2 . 8.26 8.20 6.24 8,38 6.75 9.10 
ports, c.i.f. 

Iron contents (percent) 63 .50 .53 • 54 .46 .58 .60 .52 

Price, United Kingdom 
ports per ton of iron 
content, c.i.f. 13.JB 14.S4 15.58 15.19 l}. 57 16.17 11.25 17.50 

Source: .Economic Bulletin for Europe. Second <;.uarter, 1950 • 
• 

O's 
0 



'l'.ABLl~ NO. IX 

Sumrn.ary of raw material costs in pig iron production 

C O U N T R Y 

United Kingdom 

1/iestern Germany 

France 

Saar 

.Belgiwn 

Lu.zembourg 

kieighted average 
for six 

countries 

(in dollar costs per ton of pig iron) 

,) 

'I'otal 1949 ' 

production Coke costs Iron-ore costs 
o/ L/ 

of pig iron I" l) 

t.lollars of dollars of (thousands 
total total of tons) 

9,645 11.81 54 9.44 43 

7,140 10.54 42 10.20 41 

8,345 16.05 61 7.76 30 

1,582 13.02 55 7.80 33 

3,748 l2.S6 46 10.23 37 

2,372 16.14 58 9.12 33 

13.10 53 9.17 3''/ 
I 

Source: Ji;conornic Bullet in for Europe. Seccnd l-tuarter, 19 50. 

Total 
Scrap costs costs of 

coke, iron 
Dollars o/ :r ore and 

1 scrap 

0.64 3 21.89 

4.14 17 24. 

2.41 9 26.22 

3.05 13 23. 

1+. 9Z"> 18 28.13 

2.59 0 27.85 / 

2.60 10 24.88 

°" ·t-! 



'l'ABLE NO. X 

Steel prices in Western European countries and in the United States 

COUNTRY 

United Kingdom 

VJestern Germany 

France 

Belgium 

Italy 

Netherlands 

United States 

Type of 
steel 

Hartin 

Martin 
Thom'.1s 

Martin 
Thomas 

Thomas 

Martin 

Martin 

¥,art in 

(dollars per ton) 

Billets 

43.61 

46.67 
45.24 

50.22 
42.9.3 

47.00 

5s.42 

Heavy Heavy 
;:'2.j.ls sections 

52.70 51.46 

55.72 52.62 

64.02 
62.79 54.27 

68.00 57.20 

99.20 

64.21 

74.96 74.96 

Bars 

56.70 

. 55.00 
53.57 

66.88 
59.25 

59.00 

102.40 

62.11 

76.06 

Hoop Wire 
rods and strip 

55.43 60.77 

54.53 62.86 

69.14 71.11 
60.13 61.13 

61.00 67.00 

89.60 

72.11 76.80 

84.88 71.65 

Source: Economic Bulletin for !Surope. ~3econd Quarter, 19SO. p. 38. 

Plates Sheets 

54.36 76.61 

57.14 72.62 
55.72 71.43 

$0.68 97.14 
71.82 86.54 

64.00 81.00 

108.$0 

72.63 84.47 

77.16 73.86 

a, 
tv 



CHAPTER V 

'1'HE PROBLEM OF 'I'R.ANSPORTATION COSTS 

One of the main object,ives of the Community is to contribute to 

the economic deYelopment of each of the six member-states as well as to 

create a common market. Therefore, coal and steel production must be 

put at the disposition of the respective industries at the lm·,1est 

possible cost. This fact points up the cextreme importance of transpor-

tation costs to both coal and steel output. 

·rransport21tion costs represent, as we have already seen, a large 

share of the delivered cost of pig iron; for instance, for a carload of 

steel bars sent from Lorraine to a railway station near Paris, the cost 

of moving the raw materials used in these bars to the mill, plus subse-

quent cost of transporting them to Paris amounted to 20 per cent of the 

delivered price.1 The experts of the Schuman Plan have proposed three 

solutions which could bring about a substantial reduction in transportation 

costs: The first one is the cli.n.1im1tion of all discriminations in rates 

and transportation policies; second, the suppression of uneconoxnic 

cross-handling of raw rw.:1i:,er:Lals, which would result directly from the 

widening of the market; tl:lird, the moderniz,ation of transportation 

equipment, both rail and waterways, to permit an acceleration of tra.ffic.2 

The obstacles to an economic distribution of the production in the 

Comnn.u1.it.y lie in the discriminatory character of the transportation rates, 

not in the absolute level of freight rates for coal and other raw materials 

______ ....;.. ____ . __ 
lJournal Officiel de La Re ublicue Francaise, 11Avis et Rapports du 

Conseil Econo:mique 11 ; November .30, 1951), p. 237. 
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which are not too high. In fact, the railroad systems in the community 

ba.rely cover their costs of operation or are operuted at a defi.cit. 

There is no valid reason why ru.tes for ti10 transportation of iron ore, 

c:;al or p:Lg iron should be lolf.rered to the d0triln0nt of other commodities, 

th@ esta.blishing special preferences for the materials concerned. 

We find the essence of the problem in the discriminatory effect of 

fraight tariff policies between domestic and international traffic and what 

ap1:,e,:1rs to be a tendency to fltvor transport by rail over the use of 
@ 

vatervmys. The ra.ilways show discrimination in two different wB.ys. In 

Germany, for instance, the practice is to guarantee low preferential 

tariffs in special cases wit.h methods subsidizing indirectly the production 

of the item concerned. The second method of discrimination is one regarding 

shipments across international borders and the use of what is called 

"split tariffs 11 which make the transportE,tion costs much :more expensive 

than domestic tra.nsport for the same distanc•<'!.3 In the 11split tari.ff 11 the 

division of the travelled distance at the frontier deprives the shipment 

of the benefit of the regressive fre:i.ght rates as distance increases. 

France has developed a system of discrimination by refusing to apply to 

imports the 11 complete train11 provision. Under this rule dornestic shipments 

receive discounts from the regular rates to the extent of 20 per cent, 

granted according to tho tonnage and the volume of the traffic.4 

An illustration of the 11split tariff 11 discrimination is found in the 

ca.se u.1 the transport,ation of coal and coke from tforthern France or the 

Ruhr, t.o the steel industries of Lorraine. The distance is a.bout the same 

3Economic Bulletin J:or Europe, rtThe Coal and Steel Industries of' 
Uestern Europe", Second quarter, 1950, page 39. 
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in each case. Hov,ever, French coal is transported under the French freight 

rate and the 11 complete trair1 11 provision, for about :!;;3 per ton,5 while the 

cost. between the Ruhr and Lorraine is about ,t5 per ton over the German and 

French railroa.ds. If either French or German tariffs were applied all the 

way, this difference of cost would be eliminated. 

An other example of preferential rate making shows that in Germany 

the cost of a shipment of coke and steel from the Ruhr to Salzgitter is 

less than ~}1 per ton and the dista.nce between these t",10 points is only 

one-fifth less than the Ruhr-Lorraine distance. Transportation for a ton 

of iron ore costs about $3.70 frrnn. Lorraine to the Ruhr, $1 for 50 kilo-

metres in France, and ftl. 70 for JOJ kilometres in Germany. This cost does 

not appear to be more than the transportation cost of Lorraine ore to the 

northern part of F'ra.nce for the same distances; freight rates, at first 

sight, do not seem to be an obstacle to French exports of iron ore from 

Lorraine. However, the role played by the preferential domestic rates in 

Germany is considerable. 

The preceding examples show that a uniform freight tariff for the 

various countries of the Community would drastically alter the competitive 

position of each region. Taking into consideration added differences in 

w.s.ge-levels and operating costs in the various countries, it becomes clear 

that such a unification will meet with many difficulties. 

The elimination of freight discrir'lination would create, by removing 

the differentials, favoring domestic over international transports, a. more 

economic use of resources. The exchange of the French iron ore from Lorraine 

and the Gerrnan coal and coke from the Ruhr could be revived. Before 1914, 

511 The Coal and Steel Industries of Western Elirope 11 , Economic Bulletin 
for Europe, Second quarter, 1950, p. 39. 
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a two-way traffic was established, using the same freight cars for French 

iron ore in one direction and German coal and coke in the other.· Today 

there is a one-way move only because France does not export Lorraine iron 

ore to the Ruhr. T.he return to a two-.-,ay traffic system could again reduce 

considerably the combined shipping costs. 

The imp:rovement of water connections could also bring about substantial 
/ ~-- - -------. -

economies in the Lorraine-Ruhr interchange. A project has been -~~-ud~to 

improve the waterways between Lorraine and Saar areas and the Rhine. Water 

traffic now is expensive because transhipment is actually necessary and 

Germany discriminates in favor of its railways, by a substantial surcharge 

on coal and coke ex-ported to :?ranee by waterways. Another anomaly of the 

rate pattern concerns the transportation of iron ore from Normandy to 

Belgium by rail, when sea-transport is possible and more economical for 

this kind of raw material. 

Concrete illustrations have sufficiently demonstrated that the 

present transportation tariffs between the members of the Community are 

among the most important factors accounting for the difference in the cost 

of raw materials. Some, if not most of them are discriminatory and a 

contradiction to the spirit of the establishment of the Coal and Steel 

Cormn.unity. One of the fi:r,st steps must be the revamping of the freight 

rate structure avoiding major disturL.J,nces in the economy of the countries 

involved. Such a step would contribute greatly toward the establishment 

of a competitive market and a better dis~ribution of the primary goods 

produced. 

The ~reaty constituting the European Coal and Steel Community pro-

hibits discrimination in transport rates ba.sed on the country of origin 
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of the products in question. The signatories are oblig,ited to apply to 

the transport of coal, originating in, or destined for another coootry 

of the Cominunity, the rate scales, prices and tariff provisions of all 

types applicable to internal transport of the same merchandise over the 

same route.7 

According to section 10 of the Convention containing the transitional 

provisions, the High Authority must appoint a commission of experts to 

study the transportation net.·rork of the Community, and the possibility of 

establishing direct international rates, which take into account the 

d . t d · · t 8 is ances an are regressive 1n na ure. We shall see later that the 

vagueness of this provision dealing with discrimination gives some complex-

ity to the problem. 

This concludes the description of the industries in the six countries 

involved in the Schuman proposal and forming the Community and rcvGals the 

complexity of the problem. Production, consumption, exchanges for conl 

of different qualities, iron ores, scrap, pig iron, coke and inter-

dependence of their costs, which are themselves under the influence of 

many complex factors like wages,.employment, transportation, etc ••••• 

All these variable factors are part of the picture of a ct;y1namic e·~ononry. 

Its future development after the drastic change caused by this treaty can 

not be predicted safely on the basis of an analysis of the past. 

7Text of' the Treaty, Chapter IX, Transport Article 70. 

8c t · 0 t · . th T . t . 1 P . . S t. 10 onven ion con a.1.nin& e ransi 1ona rov1s1ons, ec ion • 



PilRT rmrnE 

THE .ECOI'l"muc PRINCIPLES 

We shall now turn to an examination of some economic principles 

which 'the Schuman Plan npecifies as a basis fo1• its operations and which 

will largely control the success or the failure of the proposed Community. 

These principles are of such an extent and imply so many changes from 

the ex..i.stints conditions that many economic experts doubt the ability 

of the different national economies to st.and such a reorganization 

without suffering from the 11fundarnental and persistent disturbances 11 l 

that the S,chuman Plan was created to overcome. 

It io beyond the scope of this study to analyze exhaustively the 

full list of' economic problems presented by this proposal; they are too 

numerous. Some are still quite indefinite, and others can be pushed 

toward a solution only by the actual application of the treaty. Wf.;: 

shall therefore limit the discussion of the economic problems of the 

Community to the following five aspects of partic1Jlar importance: 

1. The problems of establishing a 11 Common Market 11 • 

3. The improvement of productivity and living sta.ndards. 

4. The economic unity of the Comnnmity. 

5. Some problems regarding the particular situations of each 

me:nber-sta te. 

We shall tra.ce briefly the characti~r of each of these problems 

11':ceaty Constituting the European Coal and Steel Community, 
Title 1, Article 2. 



separately, indicate the various possibilities cind lirtitf~tiona, 

report the criticisr:is which have b(_~(:,n mo.de 

in t.he field of' J~uropea,n economics. 

some 11uthorit.:c\tive voices 



CHAPTER VI 

'f.HE ECOl\JOMIC .PRINCIPLES OF THE COM.MON 1\J.tARKET 

Corresponding to the creation of the institutions of the 

Community, the pooling of the coal and steel production has a triple 

significance: 
a 

1. In a. bu.yerst market the resources of the territory forming the 

Comm.Ul1ity are put at the disposal of' all the co:i.:t.,:mmers in the entire 

territory, without national discrimination. 

2. In a period of shortages at going prices of a nature preffenting 

the satisfactory distribution of resources through the free op~ration 

of the market, resource allocation falls under the control of the 

institutions of the Community. Such distribution will be guided by the 

urgency of a member's needs rather than his ability to outbid other 

countries. 

3. As defined in the treaty, the coal and steel production is 

removed from the jurisdiction of member states and governed instead by 

the legislative body of the con:m1on institution. 

The vital importance of these basic industries in linking all 

economic activity justifies their selection as pacernakers to,,ra.rd the 

integration of Europe. This kind of pool prepares for and necessitates 

other unifications. However, the nature of these industries is such 

that simply deciding to do away with customs barriers and other restric

tions cannot be sufficlent. The adjustments in each market cause daily 

problems of an international na·ture which require a special authority 

for their solution. An open ,,,_arket devoid of any supervision would lead 
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to concerted actions of the producers in order to avoid economic chaos. 

For instance coal production, as we have seen previously, can be 

adjusted only with difficulty. Also the exceptional sensitivity of the 

steel industry to the cyclical fluctuations due to the inevitably 

large overhead of fixed investments, can easily lead to disorganization 

of the market; it may bring price changes of such magnitude that the 

whole steel industry and its dependent industries would suffer. Such 

characteristics of the m.e,rket point out the need for supervision of some 

kind. 

The Community is founded upon the combination of 11spontaneous 

reactions of the market11 2 and the administrative decisions of individual 

institutions. It attempts a compromise of national planning techniques 

and free competition. The Community advocates the economic principle of 

organized competition a.s opposed to a ruinous kind of competition) 

The economic dispositions of the Treaty define very clearly the 

division of the responsibilities involved. The producers, for instance, 

retain complete direction of their Olim particular enterprise while the 

institutions of the Community bring them some help, and at the same time 

guarantee respect of the common interest. The actions of the institutions 
0 

are exercised in four different directions: 

2Francois Perroux., u1e Pool du Charbon et de l'Acier et le Plan 
Schuman. Illusions et Realitesrt, Nouvelle Revue de l'Economie Contemporaine, 
Le Schuman Plan No. 16-17, p. 32. 
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1. For the able administration of the enterprises, 011 which the· 

whole economy depends, it is necessary that full market information be 

put at the disposal of the individual firms. 

2. Through it::. :::redit facilities and its general influence., the 

Cormnunity can aid in the development of investments and the solution of 

employment problems. 

J. Competition between different enterprises must be regulated 

and thus contribute to the expansion of production in the common interest. 

4. Finally during a. period of crisis or shortage it will be a 

public authority rather than private interests which will decide on the 

solution of emergency problems. 

'fhe t~conomic philosophy· of the Treaty for the European Coal and 

Steel Co:r;ununity is that no one set rule or method can be entirely right 

or applicable, whatever the circu1nstances. The objectives of the Commu,.11-

ity must be reached through the functioning of the market and the free 

initiative of the enterprises, yet it would have been inconceivable not 

to be prepared for some exceptional periods when intervention might be 

necessary. 

Certainly the pooling of coal and steel is not an end in itself. 

Through its governing institutions it prepares the ·way for a larger econ

omic inte1;ra,tion., and a rnore complete political lmion. But this initial 

pooling of resources will offer an opportunity to demonstrate the 

soundness of this approach tNrb.rd unification. This union must achieve 

a contribution to economic expansion and to the improvement of the social 

welfare within the limited irmnework assigned at this time. This 

expansion must avoid a conflict w'i'c'Ji. conditions of domestic equilibrium 
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r,11d full eic1ploym.(-mt. The reconciliation of these requirements and 

liltltations forms the fundamental economic principles which coordinate 

the actions of the Cormuunity and the member-states, and inspire the 

2.rchit0cturc of the institutions forming the Community. 



TtIB ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMMON MARKET 

As we saw in chapter II, the establishment of a unified market 

perrnitting the circulation of products within a territory representing 

a population of 150 million aims at the development of more specialized 

production. At the prirriary level of coal and pig-iron production, the 

national markets of the countries forming the Community, considered as a 

unit of production, are large enough to profit from the use of modern 

technology. For instance, the optimum output of a modern steel mill is 

around one million tons yearly. When we reach some higher level in the 

transformation of steel, the widening of the market as created by the 

Community appears to be an essential. condition for the improvement and 

expansion of production. T'ne :most powerful rolling mill can be used effi-

ciently only in a market more extensive than that in any one of these 

countries taken separatelY4.... in any case the expanding of the market is 

the necessary condition £or the specialization of enterprises and permits, 

through mass production, an important reduction o.f unit costs. On the 

6ther hand, it is possible for consumers, in choosing between competing 

concerns, to put pressure on prices and to impel a constant improvement of 

the quality of the product. 

The enlargement of the market vdll diminish the demand fluctuations 

which h&ve all..rcJ.ys been a menace to the development of' the means of 

4nRapport de la Delegation Francaise sur le Traite Instituant la 
Cornmunaute Europeenne du Charbon et de 1 1.Acier, 11 P. 73, Ministere des 
Af.faires Etrangeres, Paris, October, 1951. 
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production. We can illustrate this fact by considering the shortage of 

coal which resulted between 1946-49 from the reduction of the British 

export,. a situation which also caused a major disturbance in the steel 

industry. This risk is inherent in the present economic division of 

Europe. It is certain that when the different markets are separated and 

when there is a fall in the demand for coal., the countries which a.re 

partially importing coal will first preserve their domestic production., 

even if this production is more expensive. This contraction in demand will 

thus affect the countries which are pr:L"llarily exporters. If tcie assume a 

similar drop should occur, the different productive areas will be submitted to 

a more proportional and :more limited reduction. 

lJe must realize that this development will cause the elimination 

of marginal suppliers in the coal and steel industries. Until now these 

producers continued their operations, sheltered by uneconomic practices 

now prohibited by the Treaty. This aspect of the establishment of the 

common market caused heated discussion of the Schuman Plan on a political 

level. 



DEL111INATIONS OF THE COMMON MARKET 

The delimit.ations of the territories fomdng the Community are 

stated in Article 79 of the treaty. The overseas dependencies of the 

member-states are not included under the jurisdiction of the Community. 

Those dependencies ·who have accepted preferential trade agreements are 

opened on an equality basis to the production of all members of the 

Community and all the members benefit by this existing agreement. 

A special appendix to the treaty enumerates the list of products 

included under the denomination of coal and steel. A difficulty in 

draiving up this list consists in the definition of the stage of production 

where steel becomes a different product. It was finally agreed that 

the Council of the Comrnunity may modify this list. We find under the 

heading of coal not only bituminous coal but also coke and lignite; for 

steel, there is raw steel, finished steel and iron, and also the raw 

materials necessary for their production such as fuels, iron ores and other 

components.5 It is evident that the maintenance of the old trading 

conditions for these basic elements would be imcompatible with the 

installation of the colill!lon market. For this reason, provisions of the 

treaty are applied to scrap iron according to some specific definitions. 

Special steels will be included in the common market only a year after 

5Journal O.fficiel do la lie ubli ue Francaise Avis et rapports du 
Conseil Il:conomique, P. 24 , fovem.ber .30, 1951) • 
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the ordinary steels since their particular conditions of production and 

their market differs significantly. 

The Co:mmunity deals essentially with coal and steel production, 

but rules covering prices, competition and the structure of the enterprises 

directly tied to the production process made it inevitable that part of 

the distribution process was included under the rules of the treaty. 

Sales offices of the industry even though they have the character of 

distributive enterprises are subject to the sa.rne regulations as the 

producers. However., the retailing business is excluded for two reasons: 

first, because these enterprises are too numerous and too v,;idely dis

persed; secondly, they tend to renew their stock within limited areas in 

such a manner that their activity does not directly influence the 

functioning of the Common Market. 

The establishment of the Community makes it possible for consu"l'.lers 

in any of the countries entering the Common market to buy under identical 

conditions. This provision presupposes the elimination of the quantita

tive restrictions to free exchange established in the past by govern

mental authorities and associations of producers. Price differences, 

imposed by custom. duties, or discrimination in the rate conditions, B.S 

a result of either govc-n·nmental pressure or imposed by producers themselves, 

must be elii'ninated. For better competition between producers, economic 

subsidies uhich, until nou have too often protected the weaknesses of 

certain producers must also be removed. 

It has been said that in order for the Common :Ma.rket to succeed, 

the countries of the Co:rmnunity should adopt the sa.me system of 



taxa,tion. 6 An indirect syst.em of taxation established on different 

bases in the member-states is not incompatible with the proper functioning 

of the Common Hark et, Taken as hl1 example is t,he ttproduction taxu in 

France; in this country domestic products as well &s imports are sub-

jected to this tax, while sales destined for o·ther countries, members 

of the Community or not, are exe.rnpt. They are, instea.d, subject to the 

taxation of the country in which they are sold. This solution appears 
,.... 

to preser·..re free competition in the Com.man 1°Iccrket. r 

The Common Barket, bt,ing the main economic achievement of the 

Cornruunity, must. be ei:.tablished in the shortest possible time and as soon 

as the institutions of the treaty a.re ready to begin functioning. 1rhe 

convention which followed the treaty defined two periods for its oper-

ation: first, a preparatory pei"iod, starting at the date of the trea:ty' s 

api)lication ,'lnd lasting until customs duties betvreen member-states are 

abolished; subsequently, a pe:ciod of transition which Idll follow 

immediately and ldll last for five years. 'fhe object of the preparatory 

period is to put Urn functioning of the Community on a consultative 

basis between the different governments. The institutions of the Com-

munity will be established and the relations between the institutions, 

~ernard Lavergne, Le Flan Schuman Expose et Critique de sa Portee 
Economique et Politique, P. 51, L 1Annee Politique et Economiqu.e, 1951. 

7J:1apport de la Delegation Francaise sur le 'I'raite Instituant la 
Commum:.ute Europeenne du Charbon et de 1 11\.cier, P. 73, !{~!}istere des 
Affaires Etrtmgeres, Faris., (October, 1951). 
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the enterprises, ;:md the 2.ssocia:tions of '\vorkers, consumers, c::,nd 

distributors 1'rill be or[}J,niz,ed in such a 1,,,xy as to create a comrrron 

point of view and mutm,,l und.erstfmd.ing w:r:ong 2111 the interested parties. 8 



INTERNATIONAL CONDITIONS FOR THE ESTABLISP.JiENT 

OF 'l'HE COMMON MitRKET 

Before the customs duties between the member-states ca.n be 

dropped, negotiations must be opened to persuade third countries to 

agree on this preferential status. In other words, the el:iJnination of 

customs duties within the Community must be excepted from the operation 

of the most favored nation clause. At present all the member-states 

have signed the General Agreement on ·rariffs and Trade (G. A. T. T.).9 

One might consider the Community as a new entity in international law 

with an effective unity and with its orm sovereignty. From this view-

point, the abolition of customs duties would no longer constitute a 

departure from the most favored nation clause. However, the institutions 

of the Community do not receive full responsibility for the commercial 

policies of the member-states. Coal and steel are still included in 

their individual cornm.ercial agreements. Therefore, article 24 of the 

G. A. T. T. seems inapplicable. Article 25 permits an exception to be 

grunted by a vote either of two-thirds of the members or half of the 

nations which hcwe signed the agreement. From the general attitude of 

the other members of the G. A. T. T., their approval of this exception 

seems to be assurect.10 

9Germany was Admitted at the Torquay Conference, (April, 1951) •. 

lOnR.a.pµort de la delegation Francaise sur le traite instituant la 
Communaute Europenne du charbon et de l 1 Acier,n Ministere des Affa.ires 
Etrangeres, Paris, (October, 1951). 
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We savJ in Chapter 5 that the transportation systems present some 

obstacles to the free flow of coal and steel as contemplated in a uni-

fied market. Some specific measures, to ensure free competition in the 

production of these two m::tterials, have been proposed; first, the suppres-

sion of discrimiru;,tion dealing wit.h transportation, either in the cot111try 

of origin or of destination; secondly, 11for transports within the Com-

munity, the establish.ment of direct international rates which take into 

account total distance and are degressive in nature, yet do not prejudice 

11 the distribution of charges among the transport enterprises concerned. 11 

A third clause in article 70 of the tr·euty12 prohibits a differenti&tion 

in the setting of tariff rates, according to the area in which the 

transportation of goods takes place. These measures attempt to eliminate 

the ey,.isting discriminationl3 practiced by the countries of the Con11nur1ity 

and more particularly by France and Ger:manyo 

As presently conceived, the Common Market is free from the 

quantitative limitations ,;1,nd cuato::,1s harriers set up by the individual 

governments. Theoretically, the foundation has been laid for the most 

complete exchange of coal and steel possible under the rules of free 

llconvention C,:intaining the Transitional Provisions, Chapter II, 
Section 10. 

12Treat.y Constituting tl}~ European poal and Steel Cor.l'!.tn~it37.:, 
Chapter IX, Article 70. 

1.3 Ih: d. 1"-, C -- +- pr IX ~ L~- ., v.r_,,ct1)v~:. __ • 
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cc:;1petition • Hm-rnve:r JI rosi:.ny cri tici51:r;;, have been me.de concerning the 

.:C\Ct.1.1Zi,l c>.chis·;rci,1ent of this free exchange, most of the;n dealing with the 

extent of the CoLilaon }i~J,,.~ket. 

It has been suggsst,1,:;d that one of tho short-comings of the Co:',rnon 

,t..cco:cd.ing to so:u,e 

0co:1onis ts, c.o pool coll-1 o.lono l-iouid he:.. ve b,#m su.ffici0nt since steel 

this idea, 1,muld. be the enabling. of the Cormnmity rrr,:o hui.2.C:. r... bridge over 

fr·oc or.e couEtry to .:1nothe1· o:f.' ;1lorch2cnd.ise only, is J,n atsurd reg:unc, 

truly impos:'::'ible c.s lon.g &.s i-t:. is not sup!:;,] ementcd by free cir·culation 

O ·F' =er" .-· r,l --~, ,-,1· t" 1 1115 J.. .. .u • ...:t ... lu '-'-.!:" _ ~..L." 

bis perso:ns.l bolie.i· tb:.t, in the cou:1.trl0s of the Coi.-u:;:unit;y· there is 1:;.n 

,.i.dr;::1.ttedl:;y- in<iei'inite does give some solu.-;:.ion to ·i::.hc problcrr;. of 90.yr:..onts 

lx,.sed on n&,tiorw,1ity c..guin:::d:, the employment in the coal and steel 

14";3o!T!e of the sbortcomincs of the Schuman Ple.n us it has been 
offered.", CorrJ,1on G,~~ 4., P. l2i3-32, (Gctobcr, 1950). 

15Lavergne Hobert, Le Plan .Schunan Exµose et Critique de sa Portee 
Economique et Poli tique 11 , 1 1 .t~ Politique et Ecopomique, P. 4 7. 



industries of 1:rorke:rs of proven qua,lification ••• 'I'his last clause 

is intended to pe:c.,1it Ll, liberal of workers and even suisgest.s 

H coapleta r,:c,vision of i.111rrdgration la.us inside the Community. 



THE CONDITIONS OF COMPETITION 

CHAP'rER VII 

If for the creation of a common market the six nations of the 

Community abandon, even in a limited domain, a fraction of their 

sovereignty it is evident that the transfer of this power can be 

granted only to a publi.c authority and not to an organization represent-

i!l[s private interests. To a certain extent the coal and steel enter-

prises are thus taken from their national jurisdiction. 

It is also difficult to ask the same enterprises to renounce the 

former protections to which they wer,e ac~ustomed without giving them 

as a counterpart some assurance against any concerted action which 

might be undertaken by their competitors. Finally, the idea of the 

Community is to place coa.l and steel at the disposition of the i1hole 

economy formed by the union of the member-sta.tes •• its aims are not to 

give to these industries a privileged position or any kind of domination 
I 

over the production. 

The creation of a. Common Market can become acceptable only if it 

stands for the .improvement of the production level, a reduction of prices 

and free access for the consumers to all the sources of production. 

This free access to suppliers will develop productivity and is incompa-

tible with the restrictive practices leading to the maintalnance of 

high prices,a.nd distribution of the markets. This principle excludes the 

domination of the Community by some of its members as ·well as the domination 

of the Community of the 1.·.ihole economic activity of the countries involved. 

These principles explain the necessity for the special clause included 
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in the treaty dealing with cartels and concentrations, the two kinds of 

institutions which permit the massing in the hands of private interests 

of sufficient power to do away with technical progress, to divide pro-

duction with no attention to productivity, and to impose their conditions 

1 on the consumers. This special clause prohibits cartels, which would 

destroy all gains expect(!d from the Common .Market and prevents the 

formation of concentrations which would, through their importance, 

dominate the market, or by their structure, monopolize the sources of 

supply and distribution. These concentrations would obtain an artificial 

advantage to the detriment of the other producers of the Community. 

1Rapport de la Delegation Francaise, sur le Traite, Instituant la 
Communaute Europeenne du Charbo et de l'Acier, P. 92, Ministere des 
Affaires Etrangeres, Paris, (October, 1951.) 



When we speak of Cartel policy the 1:~uropean steel industry shows 

us one of the most significant examples which have been developed in 

the last thirty years. It will be interesting to study the steel car-

tellization to be able to appreciate to what point the treaty for the 
s 

European Coal and Steel Community can prevent such happenings and to be 

able to consider the accusations that the Schuman Plan tends to the 

organization of a "Super-Cartel 11 • 

1'he first international cartel for steel was created in 1926 between 

France and Germany under the na.rne of 11Entente Internationale de 1 1 Acier" 

(International Association for Steel). Its creation was prompted by 

two necessities: 

1. For Germany the need to supply more easily its demands for raw 

.steel. 

2. For France the need to ensure the distribution of the iron ore 

of Lorraine. 

The h.greement signed on September 1926 united the Deutsche Rohstahlge-

meinschaft, the French Comite des Forges, the Steel Mills of Belgium 

and Luxembourg, and the Trust Arbed, whose administrator, Emile M:ayrish, 

2 became president of the cartel. This first Agreement dealt chiefly with 

the regulation of production under the form of a control centered in 

production quotas. There was no sales organization of any kind nor any 

2Journal Officiel de la Republigue Francaise; Avis et Rapports du 
Conseil Economiqu.e, P... 229. 
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attempt at fixing prices. Each country had received his share of the 

total production and a change in this quota could be decided only with 

the unanimous vote of all the members of the cartel. Each country kept 

.its freedom to ex9ort its products to the other members of the agreement. 

Over-production was fined at a rate of ~)4 peT ton and Germany had to 

pay in 1927 a. ~~50D,OOO fine.3 This international agreement remained 

workable until 1929 and.obtained the participation of Czechoslovakia, 

Austria and Hungary. German over-production and the economic crisis of 

1929 brought a considerable drop in prices. In general in the economic 

life of a ca.rtel, production quotas can be applied only when the possibilities 

of sales are in excess of the quantities produced. Whenever a reduction 

in demand makes sales difficuJ .. t the cartel situation as a rule becomes 

very u.11stable, because the members of the cartel enter into a price-war, 

which leads easily to the disintegazation of the cartel agreement. In 1930, 

the cartel leaders, realizing the coming of the above-mentioned facts, 

attempted to fix prices and to organize the distribution of sales. 

However, they did not succeed in eliminating the rise in production 

and at this point the cartel being without object, was not rene,ired at 

its legal expiration in April, 1931. 4 

A new international agreement was reached in 1935, using a different 

approach in an attempt to divide distribution by area assignments. Under 

3Journa.l Officielde la Re_£ublique Francaise; iwis et Rapports du 
Conseil Economique, P. 229. 

4Ibid, P. 230. 



this new organization the amount of exports and their prices were fixed 

in advance for steel products. The over-exporting countries were fined 

in favor of those countries ·which failed to reach their quotas. Sales 

·were regu1 '"'' ted and prices and conditions of trade were fixed by the 

agreement; a special committee was in charge of all the general questions 

of organi:::,ation of trade and transportation. Poland joined this new 

agreement in 1935 and a similar agreement was concluded with the United 

Kint;dom for thE: purpose of establishing export-quotas for British steel 

and to determine the entrance of special steel products in England. 

Similar agreements were concluded in 1937 with the United States. The 

fall in prices which characterized the steel industry during the depres-

sion of 1929 was stopped by the second cartel. Prices remained stable 

until 1936 but rose in 19.37 and 193S. Table I shows that the policy of 

the cartel succeeded in maintaining higher prices .for steel on the 

domestic markets than for export. 

T.4.BLE I 

Prices on the 
Years 

Prices 

Germa;:!,y France 

1929 100 100 100 
1930 84 91 86 

19.31 60 90 67 
1932 43 78 70 
1933 49 78 74 
1934 55 78 75 
1935 55 T-3 75 
1936 56 78 81 
1937 92 78 123 
1938 sa 78 145 

General Index 
of Wholesale Prices 
in .F'rance 

100 
BS.3 
80.0 
68.1 
63.1.,,. 
59.9 
53.9 
63.9 
92.6 

104.1 

(From the Journal Officiel de La Republique Francaise (No~. 30, 1951) ;-f'. 2,3J. 
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The second cartel under its new form was le.sting, the agreement 

was renewed, and from 1935 to 1939 the cartel.controlled a great part of 

the world steel market and succeeded in maintaining stable prices. 

However, its influence must. not. be overestfaia.ted because most. of the 

European coUI-itries produced their own steel and only the producer in 

small countries such as Switzerland wE<re dependent, on the prices dic

tated by the cartel. 

Jn 1938 the cartel represented a production of 46 million tons, but 

the exports under the direction of the cartel were only 4.3 million tons, 

representing only one-tenth of the total production. 

The economic pr1.nciples contuined in the Schum.an declaration 

co!ld.emn the entire system used. in Western Europe during the last twenty

five y1ears. The Treaty for the European Coal and Steel Community governs 

nmv the position of the Community concerning the practice of csrtels 

and concentro.tions. 

Article 65 of the treaty relative to agreements and article 66 

are enforce&.ble within the territory of the com-non market as defined 

above. The prohibition contained in article 65 concerns 11all the agree

ments among enterprises, .all decisions of a,:;soc:tations of enterprises 

and all concerted prfi .. etices, which would tend dire<":tl;v or indir,~ctly, 

to prevent or impede the normal operatj_on of competition within the 

cormnon market and in pnrticul~r: 

a) to fix and influence prices 

b) to restrict or cont.rel production, technical development 

or investment. 
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c) to allocate markets, productions customers or sources 

of supply. n5 

lfowcver the agreement between the enterprises permitting ex.change 

of technical information leading toward a reduction of costs of production 

and an increv.se in efficiency in production as well as in distribution, 

and 1:mich uill not permit m,y kind of control or limita.tion J.re s..llowed 

by the same article 65. This kind of orgaru.za tion is similar to 

Americ.::.n Tro.de Associatio'!ls. .Such agreements must receive the pernus-

sion of the High Authority, may be condition.a}. or te:mporar;:;, and. ~'.ill 

be supi:;ressod if there is no more justification for their existence. 

5rrreaty Constituting the Euro:oeGm Coal and Steel Conmuni_t.,Y, Chapter 
VI, Agre$~ents and Conventions; Article 65. 



T.HE PROBLEM OF INDUSTRIAL CONCEN'£RllTIONS..:-

As far as industrial concentrations are concerned they are subject 

to prior approval by the High Authority. (Art. 65) 

The general rule is that the agreements are strictly prohibited 

unless their aims do not conflict with the economic principles of the 

common market. For the concentrations no absolute rule can be estab-

lished in advance. The spirit of the ·t.reaty is not to oppose any kind 

of concentration and it has no intention to oppose some, reorganization 

of the markets which would allow firms to obtain more economic struc-

tures. But the optimum size of an enterprise changes with technical 

development and the dimensions of the market in order to allow consider-

ation of these different variables, prior authorization is adopted for 

the procedure of concentrations. 

The concentrations according to their form must be considered 

separately. Horizontal concentration has the aim to group an important 

or dominant share of' the market for one designated product under the same 

controlling power. It is evident that when they include dangers of mono-

poly, these practices must be prohibited for the existence of the 

common market. 6 The·aim of vertical concentration is 

6Journal Officiel de la 1_iepublique Francaise,; Avis et Rapports du 
Conseil Economique, P. 229, 251. 

*Concentration is the word used in the official terminology of the treaty; 
this notion corresponds to the American economic concept of industrial 
mergers. 
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to unite under the same authority the production of two or more dlffer-

ent products. The High Authority does not seem t~ be afraid that price 

determination or limitation of production may churacterize this kind of 

concentrati.on but wa.nts to prevent the possibility of discrimination 

which could happen because of an. B:ct,if:i.cially privtleged position. For 

both kinds of concentration it is necessary to recognize their utility 

in some definite cases but it is i.rnpossible to define a priori the 

criterion for their e:Kisten.ce. 

The conditions o.f appli.catiori. for articles 65 a.nd 66 o.f the tre:?,ty 

are different. Article 65 orders the liquidation of all the cartels in· 

the shortest amount of time. At this point ·we must say that before the 

signature of the Schuman Plan a project of decartelizat,ion had heen 

undertaken. The aim is to substitute 214. or 26 societies for the 12 

Konzerns existing in the siderurgic industry. One of them, the Vereinigte 

Stahlwerke, produced more than 8 millions tons of steel and more than 

26 millions tons of co"ll..7 Since the .Allied cccu.pa.tion of Germany the 

Kohl.en Syndica,t was supposed to be liquidated and a. new orge.nlzation set 

up. A proposition has been made at Essen by a commission of experts to 

conform to the intentions of the Schuman Plan.3 

Art.icle 66 of the treaty has no retroactive effect on concentrations. 

The reading of the treaty and the efficial statements ma.de on this subject 

make very clear th~t the experts of the Schuman Plan do not fear horizon-

ttd concentration which is n.ot to be fought as a principle. The size 

and the competitive practices of industries have no obligatory relation 

7 Journal Officiel de la R.~ubligue France.ise; Avis et Rapports du 
Conseil'""iconomique, P. 252. 

8Ibid. --.-
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in tha~selves. The essential poL~t for them was not the share taken 

by the industries on the market by industrial mergers but the possibil

ities of discrimination involved in a privileged situation to obtain 

raw materials. Thus the Schuman-Plan aQthorities seem to fear more than 

anything else the further development of vertical integration. During 

the post-war economic experiences in Germany there was a special empha

sis on the suppression of integration. A deconcentration program has 

been undertaken in Germany to end the pre-war situation, characterized in 

the Ruhr by the combination of horizontal concentration and integration. 

Vertical integration has been suppressed and there will not exist in 

the Community any enterprise which by its size or structure can endanger 

the functioning of the Comm.unity. 

The High Authority is empowered to milify and impose fines concern

ing the infractions of the conditions of articles 65 and 66. It may 

by a recora'Ilenda.tion to the member-state, ask for the execution of its· 

action trough their national legislation • 

.. 
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NATIONALIZATIONS 

The nationalized industries are submitted to the disposition of 

articles 65 and 66 of the treaty if they participate in an agreement 

or take part in other enterprise,,. However, these articles do not 

prevent the right of the states to nationalize their coal and steel 

industry if they wish to do so. 

Article 83 of the t,reaty exposes clearly this possibU.ity and the 

only limitations for the states in this matter ar3 that the operation 

of the nationalized indus+,rioo cannot conflict with a:ny of the ~conomic 

principles of the cotmnon market. (An example illustra.ting this fact 

would be if a national l~w gave to some enterprises a monopoly on pro-

duction, sales, and imports in a certain territory.) Many economists 

have already made some reservations on ·i:,he possibilities for a coexis-

tence within the Community of a syst,em of nationalizations of coal and 

steel industries and the delegation of some national powers to a. supr-a-

national authority. We should like t .. o point out that as a. practical 

realization the concept of nationaliz.ation and economic int.ernationalism 

has seemed to be historically j_;n opposition. 

The Treaty for the Lm~opean Coal .And Steel Com,11u.nity seems to have 

carefully determined its posit,ion concerning cartels and concentri.'ttions; 

however this })Oint has be0n since the Jchuman Proposal very much 

discussed. w·e fiud many articles published in different countries h<1.ving 

titles such as: 11 1'owards State-managed Cartels 18, European Steel, 

9. rt. Hazlitt; Toward State-managed Cartels, Newsweek, (June 5, 1950), 
P. 35. 
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l·!onopoly in the Making 11lO, "The Schuman Plan: 11 Iron and Steel Cartel0 , 

and many others ,11i.th titles reflecting the doubts of their authors. 

We shall try here to ,11cposc 3S o'bjcct:.i,rnly as posaible the criticisms 

w·hich h.;we b€en made and their posttible answe:rs. 

On l<lay 15, 1950 the French government to f.l.nover · the stateuents of 

t.he int.e:ma. t-.ional press, which uas questioning the powers of the; proposed 

High Authority and its attitude toward 'the cartels, published a note 

,ibich clarified in a very explicit :r.nanner the spirit of t,he Schuman 

12 
Proposal. 'i'his note m!.l.kes a very precise differentiation between 

th€: concept of cartel a.nd the proposed common nmrket. The pool ac.cording 

to this docu.l'I!ent,, will differ from a cartel in its object.ives, its con-

trol, its rr.ethod of operation &n~ its administration .. 

A cart,el atte,'llpts to maintain sttfible and high profits and preserve 

a privileged group. It does so by fixing prices on ci. monopolized market, 

it allows a mt..:,diocre producthrity ,md .permits enterprises of ·higher 

productivity to obtain &dded profits. The cowmon i:1arket on the contrary, 

will increase production and producthrity by imp;;:,-,ving techniques, 

expa.ndinc the markets and rf.l.tiowalhdng productipn.. 'l'he cart,el concludes 

agreements 1.>Jhich s_re generally kept secret and allows exorbitant profits 

prejudicial to the public interest. · The cor;1.1non market will., through· 

the institutions of the Coilllntu"'lity, be subject to the control of public 

----·-
10 

European Steel: t:{onopoly in the {faking, c. B. F.tandall, l'.lt.la:ntic 
Uonthly, (Oct .. , 1951),. P. 34. 

1111me Schum.an Pla.11 lron and Steel Cartel 11 , Soviet Hussia Today, 
(Sept., 195J), P. 18-19. 

12nrranco-German Coal and Steel Pool does not mean Franco-German 
Cartel 11 , Aro.bassad0 de Franco, Document., (May 15, 1951) .. 
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opinion and reports on its activities will be published. Cartels fix 

prices, allocate production quotas, und divide the markets arnong their 

m6mbers. They eliminate competition and put themselves in a situation 

profitable only to their branch of indust.ry. ,i. simil""r situation is 

made impossible in the Community. As for as administration is concerned 

the cartel is managed by the representatives of a certain industry with 

only the profits of this industry in their concern. The administration 

of the Community will be assumed by qualified personalities who will 

have in mind the general interest of the members. 

This complete comparison between the position of the Corl.'.'Jnunity re:-

g~rding the cartel probl(;ml is very definite. We did not notice that 

any ;Ja.rt of the official statements and the published inform"1tion ha.s 

since this early period ex.pressed any other view. 

The Conn111.mity has been accused of being a super-cartel or a 11Cartel 

of states 1113 where all economic decisions 1vill be at any time. subrtltted 

to the arbitrary und absolute will o.f the High Authority. Another cri-

ticism made compares the Schuma,n Plan to a new v@!'S:ba of the defunct 

international steel cartel 11 ; the only difference beine that the old 

type of cartel left untouched the independence of its members 11 • 14 

Host of the criticisms advocate a system of free enterprise for 

13Bernard Laverr.;ne, Le Pltm Schu1:1an, Expose et Critique de so. 
Portee Economique et Politique, J. 1.Annee Politique et Economigue, Paris, 
(1951), P. 71. 

14 
11European Steel-Coal Union Carteliz,at,ion in disguiseV Commercial 

and financial chronicle, (June 8, 1950). 



. European coal and steel and condemn any form of int{)rventionism. 

These economists a.ssume th8.t without the Schu.111,,n Plan a system of free 

enterprise could be o:cganized. in \1est.crn Europe. Such c::.n idea is 

apparently due to ignorance of fa.cts. After the second world \il'dr 

cartels were not eliminated bu.ton the contrary manifested themselves 

with intc:msified cJ.ctivity •15 The b;.3.sic differ once between a country 

like the i.:nited States tf,rher,0, most of these criticisms have been made, 
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and Europe, is that in the latter, c:1rtels are not i.11 an:yl:a.y considered 

as harmfol but a.re in mc.ny instances required by law .16 

.!ln fa:ierict.n spoc:talist of the stoel indur.try has said that while 

the treaty bans cartels there are embodied in it, man;r of the essential 

l? 
features of a cartel. The tre2,ty 

11in the most direct J.anauage forbids agreements between enter
prises that would tend to fix.or influence prices, to restrict or 
to control production, technical development or investments; 18 
to allocate markets, products, customers or sources of supplyn 

while in its text it contains possibilities t,o fLx. quotas and has the 

legal.right to use some of the powers it is supposed to prohibit. 

We are not in a position to evaluate what seem to us subjective 

opinions on the treaty; however it appears that many times the possibilittes 

15William J. Donavan, 11The Schuman Plan: A Blow to Monopoly11 , 

Th~ Atlan.:li.£.Eonthly, (Fob., 1952)~ P. 59. 

16Ibid. 

17c. D. Randall, "European Stoel: noncpoly in the Making", The 
Atlantic Monthly, (Oct., 1951), P • .36. 

18 
11The Schuman Plan Iron and Steel Cartel 11 , Soviet Russia Toda.y, 

(Sept., 1950), P. 36. 
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for the misuse of- the powers granted to the institutions governing the 

Community rave been exaggerated. It is difficult to foresee in what 

spirit the clauseu of the treaty will be enforced; it is even more 

difficult to make any prediction on the functioning of an economic 

entity Nhich has no precedent. Words can be interpreted, and sometimes 

di°storted from their meaning but we would like to emphasize the point 

that the sincerity of the men which have been the instigators of the idea 

cannot be denied. The treaty reflects their firm and sincere beliefs. 

Some of them, fervent advocates of the Schum.an idea recoenb;e some 

weaknesses in the present form of the treaty but are confident that a 

practical application will bring them out.19 The powers of the 

Authority in charge of the Community might frighten so1iie economists; it 

is our belief that the inclusion of the consumer point of view and the 

strength of their representation within the institutions of the Commun

ity, vdll be the balancing factor which will grant the elimination of 

cartels and concentrations. 

19Andre Philip, 11Il faut maintenant s'unir pour faire du Plan Schuman 
une Realization Constructive, 11 Acheteurs, No. 3, (Jan., 1952). 



'rfIE NOTION OF DISCRJMil{ATION 

As we have already mentioned, the principle of non-discrimination 

within the Community is of essential importance.. Since the object of 

the Community is contribution to general economic development, the 
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coal and steel production must be put at the disposition &f the consumers 

at the lowest price possible. This low price must also show a character 

of continuity and generality; in other words, it is not possible to 

have certain customers pay for the discounts given to others. 

To insure, for all the economies of the :member-states, some common 

basis for their development, it is vital that all the consumers placed 

in comparable positions obtain their supplies at a comparable price. 

This condition is achieved by the suppression of customs duties, a 

reorganization of transportation rates and finally by the rule of non

discrimination among producers. Each consumer can buy from the produc

tive sources which, according to their geographical position are the 

most economical. Thus, production in the industrial sectors using coal 

and steel can be developed without the disturbances created by arbi

trary discri.rn.inations by the sellers. 

Competition can be established on a basis of equality ainong consu

mers and of loyalty among producers, if discriminations are elir.tlnated. 

Article 60 of the treaty prohibits discriminations, as well as unfair 

practices in competition, and leaves the High Authority judge in this 

matter, after consultation with the Consultative Committee and the 

Council of the Community. As a counterpart, the discriminations practiced 

. by the consumers are also prohibited and the High Authority has the power 

to make the necessary recommendations to the governments interested. 
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PRIG ING P!UCT ICES 

The principle of non-discrimination has a very close reL3:tionship 

with the actu.,:;,,J. pricin(~ syste'.TI. for coal r.md steel in the countries, 

members of the Community. It is well known that the practices used at 

present contain many disc:rimin:atory devices. So!ne think that a perfect 

non-discrimination requires that the selling entorprit,e receive the same 

runo unt of' money for identical busi,.ry,ess transactions; that means that the 

conditions of sales should include a U.'1iform. price at the point of 

product.ion.. lktU£i.lly, the pricing system includes so.me practices which 

take into consideration the quantities sold to a customer and volume 

discounts which correspond for the seller to difference in costs or in 

risks .• 

In fact, th.ere is a large diversity .in the conditi.ons of sr:.l,~ at 

present applied in Iili.lrope by the ~.nterpri.s.es forning the co1urnon market. 

If theoretically the customer buys coal a:t 'the mine and the buyer ps.ys 

for the transportation, in practice it :ts very different. Some cou.."ltries 

or mining arei:1s apply the system of uniform deli ve:red prices; 20 in France 

l'Ie have a mu].tipl0 zone syst€:)]:u constituting a discount. according to 

distnnce. 21 

,'20Fritz ll-1achlup, Uniform delivered prices: 11a seller quotes i,o 
every potent,ia.1 or actual buyer the se:ne price for the product dcl.ivered 
to the buyer's destination, 11 1'he. Bas}..IB,Point S;vsteF!, 'l'he llnak:iston Co., 
(194rn. 

?1 
...... ~id, ni.\ }Joli,c:r of uniforn1 de1iver·ed prices is .not suit;:1ble for 

products whose transportation is expensive relative to their vHlue. 
A multiple-:mne system. overcomes: this difficulty to r1ome extent 11, P. 6. 
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Generally the system. used is the basing-point pricing ''which quotes 

identicaJ.22 delivered prices for any quantity of the product in 

standardized qualities and specifications" goiil{< to any place in the 

2.3 market. 

The treaty has not adopted or imposed any particular pricing 

system but limited their application to avoid discrimination. The two 

major restrictions concern the abnormal location of the base-point and 
24 

the definitions and limitations of discounts. The adopted solution 

on the pricing system gives to the Commwrlty a flexible method 

of pricing to avoid economic disturbances and to take into account the 

particular situations in the Community. 

We found that many economists disagree on the value of the pricing 

system used in Eu.rope. The Committee of experts for the Schuman Plan 

felt the multiple basing-point pricing system has the advantage of 

suppressing the discrimination created by the pricing f.o.b. mill 

which would create a series of local monopolies aroun,d the points of 

production. 25 On the other hand some economists claim that the basing

. t t · 1 d' · • t , 26 poin sys em is a so iscr:uni.na ory. 

22Fritz Machlup, The Bas:ing Point System, Machlup establishes the 
difference between uniform and id~ntical prices. P. 3. 

·3 ~ 2· Ib!s., P. 7. 

21'".aapport de la Deleg_at.ion Francaise sur le Traite Instituant la 
Corrnn:unaute Europeenne du Charbon et de 1 1 Acier, Ministere des Affaires 
Etrangeres, (Octobre, 1951), P. 111. 

25cla.rence B. Randall, 11European Steel: Monopoly In the Ma.kingn, 
Atlantic .Monthly, (October, 1951), P. 36. 

26Fritz Machlup, The Basing-Point System, Chapter V, 111'he Discrim
inatory Nature of the Basing-point System11 • 
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THE MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNITY AND THE CONDITIONS OF COMPETITIOM 

The cor:imon market cannot achieve a. more economical distribution 

of its outpu'.;, if the competition is d:tstorted through actions of th.e 

states in the limit o.f their general :)ewers. He do not mean her€ the 

elimination of subsidies, protections or discrim.int;i.tions, but the reper-

cussions which may follow t.he legitimate exercise of the sovereignty 

la.ft in economic matter:;; to th0 member-3tatez. It, is necess.J.ry to foresee 

the arra.ngemonts which 1dll &llow the coe:x:iw::.enc0 of a sector. wi.tn a 

suprci.-na.tional statute with the economic legislation of the nations 

involved. 

A v2.riation of the oxcba.nge rate, a cha.nge in tJ1e tax deterrninc1tion, 

a vay,iation in the control.led. prices, give us some examples of posibil

it.J.es for the 2.lter:.:i.tion of competition·, rem.u.ting f1"om the use of rights 

not delegated. to the tr0,1tyl :1cco;."i.."<ing to r.:.rticl0 67 of the treaty, 

the actions of a. govera.ment which will influence the conditions of 

competition for the coal 0.nd steel industries must be reported to the 

High 1-i.uthorit;r ~ Tho G.ction~ of the governr:1ents rr:ay· red.·~cG er increase 

tl1e ciifference betwoen tho costs of production. L dev2.lu,1tlon, for instance 

mie;ht have tt very different effect on the inc.ustrie·s of coJ.l e.nd steel, 

if it occurs in a country v~herc thei.le indut~trict, .:i.re alrEmd:r in difficulty 

or if tbsi.r compt:titi-,re position i;;:1 ulr 1.::1.dy "favorabh;. If a govern-

rient action reduces t..he differences betlmen the production costs it 

-will help the economic equilibrium oi the comnon :D.arket; and in this 

case no intervention from the High Authority is necessary unless the 
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action creates a. discrirJ.i..'1.ation favoring the coal a.rid steel against 

other domestic industries. Such a discrimination is in contradiction 

to the gener.,l ;:-i:ci:1d.ples of the traJ.ty and the High Authority has the 

right to add::cess racornmendt.i.tions to the government involved. 27 

}1. d:toturbance will appear 0:1 the nu.rket if the action of a 

government increasE-s the differ0.:nce between the :;;:roduction costs 

independently of the ,prociuctivity. The productL,n C0'3,ts are rel&t.ed 

to t.hE:l qu..:Lntity of :)roductive factors used ::.::1d their prices. An action 

on them can be unfavorable either to the domestic industries or to the 

cof1reLitors,. for instance, chaYige in the rates for elr:ctric power, 

or if this ,;J.Ction is against the domestic indu9trJr, there is a 

pos3ibilit;t of' teri::.porary subsid:i. es ·1~hich ,.'l..re permitted by the High 

Authority. If i;hu a.ct ion hc.E the remut uf H disc1°il:.1iriation against the 

competitor·s, the governc1ent concerned must take :measures to bri.ng about a 

n(~1~- equilibrium. The choice of t:b.es,, m,aasures is left to the gover.nrr.ent. 

27Rapport de la Delegation ~rancaise sur le Traite Instituant la 
Co:r:mn:tr.:.a'.:l.te Euro,::,c,3nr10 du Ch:;.;.r-bon et de 1 1 Acier; I{inistere des A.ff a.ires 
Et~angeres, (Octobre, 1951), P. llk. · · 



SUYMilRY 

In this chapter we have analysed the remedies that would cure t.he . 
'lfilestern European Economy from what is generally considered as its tra.-

ditional shortcoming, through the High Authority, which is to create 

the conditions under which the common market may be instituted. They 

consist ma.in13~ of the strict prohibition oi" cartels and ·t.heir possibil-

ities of control and limitation of the market; however., there is a 

possibility for the enterprises to cooperate in such a manner thot no 

consumer or producer will be discriminated ago.inst. '.Che form.;;;.tion of 

mergers w5.ll be u1so controlled and wlll be submit,ted to a prior aut,hor-

ization. Discrimination in pr:i.cing practices as well as in transporta-

tion will also be prevented by the High ;mthority. This institut,ion 

,-d.11 be also empowered to ensure that the sha.re of an authority left t.o 

the national states will not interft.:)c with its operations. 

'l'he omnlpotent po·wer of the riigh aut,hority ca.n be t.b6' sign o.f the 

best or the worst achievement in view of' completing the organization 

of the com.men marke".:-.. As we T1a.ve mentioned already, the represent,o.tives 

of the different groups of ir1terest in the High 1-1.uthority seem to be 

the key to the success of this revolution of the European Econom~r. 



CHAP'fER VIII 

E..'CP,'.HSIOl'T CF Tf;E PEODUCTWIJ x;n: l'.IPEOVJ:lvfli:t-JT OF 'i'ES .r.,nr:.tNG CCNDI'L'IOllS 

The development of production, the improvement of productivity, 

and the achievenrnnt of a. better standard of living not alone supj;ose a. 

uiden:Lng oi: the mc1rket and -the respect of rules of comµetition, permit

ting a better c:,,nd more economic:::.l use of the resources of the Community. 

Industries whose evolution is so directly tied to the whole economic 

activity c2.n only develop efflciently if their leaders obtain a. gt·neral 

vim1 concerning the markets, prices, trends of production and exchange. 

The estLblishment of such a genorl.tl cooperation which h[;.s been impossible 

in tho past, is one of tho major duti.es of the High nuthority. 

The first task of the H:i.gh ,mthority during the preparatory period 

is, according to the terms of the Convention, to 0.cquire concrete 

inform~ition on the general trends of the i.ndustries, c,s Hell a.s on 

p:::.rticula.r ca.ses. Such iniormation :i.s the basis for effective exp<msion 

- lans ar; well a.s for :measures for full employi'.!.ent 1.md the improvement 

of the standard of livin6 • 

-~*®~1' OF 'l'HE LNE:S'I'l1ENT§: 

One of tho must dc.cisi ve n:Ektns to increa.se p:.."oductiYi ty is the 

permanent ::node:r:niz.::;;tion of industrieJ. ;,t t.he s3.inu tirne the indus-

tries mv.3t ho a;;le to increD.se their production to satisfy the increasing 

needs of the European market which -will be the r1::sult of their own 

9rogress. In this field the 1-ligh Authority h&s a double role. It 

vTill inform tho enterprises of the most needed type of investments 
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und, on the other hand, it idll be 2,ble to furnish help in obtainine; 

;:i, 1near1s of f:L112.nc-t.r1g. It is only 1n the ctjse the investment 

1:ill p'0sunt ~1.n t,.nti-economic character h:isud on nati,Jnc:,listic aspir-

,:.t.ior:s th,c;,.t the, Authority- v,ill h,1ve the 1·mJer to prohibit them. 

lnve;:,t;,,cnt in the: fiel6 of coa.l and steel is ,.,,·ery 

ov;.:;r a short period of time is very 

~d.ffi,:;ult without a rise in prices. 

l 
,,c::::or:lins to th,2 treaty- this 

It is hoped th.at t.he fiigJ1 /i.u.thor-

to 1mdertnJ:.: e ,Jn 

help can be ''" direct lo";,n or 

a gu~j.r~mtee of the lo:,m obtained fron others. The Hi[~h ,,uthorit.y h,,3 

o::,en m.arket. 

l.ev1es on the production of coD,l and steel. These 

not:, ,.,x:::,2cd 0:1.e flGl'.' cent of the cnrerage v~,lue of' the products 

of t:i1e Community for the non-reimbur·sable assi.stance concerninb the pro-

blems of re2,daptation. 

The High k.uthor:Lty \.'ill teciELlcal · 2v1d 0con-

of constunp-

tion of coe .. l ,md ::rt.ei:,l rJ.i3 1roll 2,s labor sai'6ty in sso Lndustries •. 
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THE PROBLEMS OF READAPTATION: 

We must recognize that there i.s a risk that the production might 

be increased more rapidly than the demand o:f the market can absorb. 

If the added output is caused by greater production, technological 

unemplo;yrnent may result. This is a calculated risk that must be taken. 

The maintainance of a fixed employment level in each industry or in 

each enterprise ·would stifle progress. The full eni.ployment level 

must be obtained for the total labor force of the Community and in 

liaison with the whole economy of the same Community. There must 

~exist a possibility for a readaptat.ion of the labor force., moving 

from the declining to prosperous industries. 

The dispositions for such a rea.daptation a,re one of the major 

innovations instituted by the treaty and must be considered ·with the 

disposition concerning investment to which they are a. counterµart 

and a complement. They are a counterpart of the :tnves:tment measures 

because they take into account the social cost of technical progress 

and help to prevent its ill effect on the workers 1,.1ho are not able to 

retain their en1ployment. They are also m1 indispensa.ble complement 

because it is very well known from experience that the ill-will which 

often meets technical progress is provoked by the risk included in it 

for the continuity of a steady employment. Thus sor:ie special provi

sions hEV6 to elirnina.te the fear of unemployment cmd facilitate the 

necessary changes in the labor force through either a local reada.pta

tion or a geographical movement of labor. Article 56 of the treaty 

grants non-reimbursable help, the possibility of loans and even the 
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possibility for the creation of nm,r economic activities as a remedy 

against unemployment.. 'fhis recogniti.on of the necessity of roadap-

tion and the schemes "t-.rhich lecid to its pr.1ctica.l realization, joined 

to the measures on the regulation of the salaries represent the major 

contribution of the treaty toward social advancement. 

'l'he basic idecJ. on salaries, considered by the t.:reaty, is their 

close relation to the econond.c conditions of each area of the Community. 

The salaries in t,he coal and steel industries cannot be isolated .from 

the salaries i.n the other economic activities of the same region, or 

from the conditions which in each region dctemine the real income of 

tbe workers. This relation is fully recognized by the treaty, which 

loaves intact the procedures for wage determina.tion and fixation of 

the social charges within the territory of the Commu.viity. According 

to this idea a salary before the average wage level of the :region 

2 
would be classified as abnormally low. 

The salary provisions determine three distinct cases which call 

for action of the .High Authority._ They are respectively: 

The abnormally low wage level 

The practical application of the principle prohibiting 

lowering of wag.es as a competitive tool. 

The disturbances in competition cre,1ted by a rise in the 

wage level • 

. 2yrea_~ InstitutiE_E'~~~an _g~-and S~ Com;~\l;Ili\y, 
Article 68. 
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An abnormally low wage level baoed on the average salaries in the 

same area may cause abnormally lo,;, prices to the conslIDl.0r. In t,his 

case the representatives of the workers are entitled to relief. 

However, there is no direct intervention of the High Authority in 

favor of the worker. When the abnormally low salariij,;.: help to main

tain prices i.m.fair to the rest of the producers, the High Authority 

has the power to address recommendations to the enterprises or to their 

governments according to which one of these two determines the wage 

level. 

'£he principles establishing the common market does not permit 

wage-cutting as a competitive tool. Howe", :ir a wage reduction correspond

ing to a decre8.se in the cost of liv-ingo 1.;ithin the same area w01ild be per

missible by the High Author·ity because the ·real level of wages would 

not be· cr1.:;,nged £..nd the equilibrium. of real wages to cost of living 

would reinain the same • 

• .:t wage rise 11if it produces h&,:rmful eff ccts for coc:.J. or steel 

enterprises corning under the jurisdiction of the state in question, the 

High Authority r..iay authorize members to grant to such enterprises 

a.ssist.s.nce, the a.mount, conditions and dura:tion of which shall be 

determined in agreement with t.he High .-.ut.hority. 11 

MlGRJi. TION OF WQ-1.s.K'iRS: 

Dispositions regarding the migration of workers provide possibil

ities for an equalization of living and working conditions. According 

to the trea.ty the adjustment betvreen output a.nd the conditions of 
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production will be facilitated by the free movement of the labor 

force '.rd thin the six countries forming the common market. 3 Ho dis-

crirn.ination on the basis of nationality of the workers is permitted 

by the treaty. 'rhus when the qualified labor force cannot be fOlmd 

i.t"1 the area of prosperity, it is more economical to bring such labor 

from a different area than to train it on the same place. This dispo-

sition on the nondiscrimination on the basis of nationality is com-

plementary to the prohibition against lowering of salaries: The labor 

force which cannot be used econom.ice.lly in the production of one area 

ought to contribute to the development of' the more economical enter-

:rrises which a.re substituted for them. Other conside:ra.tions such as 

social environment are likely to keep such migr2..tion to a rr.in:wum; 

but these factors do not change the principle of free search for better 

economic conditions. 

31reaty Instituting the European C9~l and Steel q9Lmnunity; 
Lrticle 54. 



CHk;.PTER IX 

THE ECONOHIC UNITY O:F' THE COMMUlU'l'Y AND THE PHJ:!:CAUTIONARY },JEA.SU'.!.tt;s 

The precedin3: chapters deal with the proLl ems encountered in the 

formation of a common market~ ':ile shall discuss no1rf., the rules governing 

this new economic errt;ity; these rules govern the relations between the 

member states of the Cormmmity and third countries., and the specific 

actions delegated to the institutions of the Community. 

RELATION OF THE COMMUNITY ti.ND THIRD COL ITRIES: 

Three fundamental princi.ples govern the commercial policy 

described in the treaty and the convention: 

1. It is not possible to separate coal and steel completely 

from the commercial exchanges 1,ith third countries non ... members of the 

cmmnon market. 

2. The Community is not at any degree an autarchic entity pro

tected against the competition from. the producers outside the common 

market. The role of exporter and the development of productivity will 

permit, on the contrary, a non-protectionist attitude. However this 

attitude can be subject to negiocintions with third countries in view of 

obtaining such counter-parts and thus reach a more intensive and free 

movement of exchanges. 

3. The Community does not claim any right recognized as belonging 

to the member-states by existing co:m:rnercial treaties, but an attitude 

of solidarity must exist between the member-states for the protection 

of coal and steel enterprises. 
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As an answer to these objectives the following rules on the 

commercial policy of the Community have been adopted: 

For the customs policy some minima or maxima rates can be fixed 

by an unanimous decision of the Council of Ministers on a proposition 

from the High Authority. Between these limits a horm.onization of the 

tariffs will be reached. 11Between these limits fixed.by the said 

· decision, each government will sets its tariffs according to its 

national procedure. The High Authority may, on its Olm initiative or 

at the request of one of the member-states, issue an opinion suggest

ing the modification of the tariffs of such participating countries".l 

The allocation of the import and export licenses stays in the 

hands of the governments. The High Authority is empowered to address 

recommendations to the member.:...states in order to prevent the applica-

tion of measures too restrictive or to insure the necessary coordin-

ation of such measures. 

For the commercial agreements or arrangements the member-states 

have to keep the High Authority informed to the extent that such 

agreement is related to coal and steel. 

Ll\TDIBECT ACTION OF THE COMMUNITY ON THE COAL AND STEEL MARh.1£T: 

The dispositions on the cor:nnercia.l policy of the Comm.unity contain 

also interventions to limit the too wide fluctuations of the coal and 

steel market created by cyclical fluctuations. These interventions 

can take different forms a.nd be applied at different degrees. The 

1Treaty constituting the European Coal and Steel Community, 
Article 72. 
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indirect methods of interventions can be produced through the finan-

cial institutions of the Community; and the rules on the fixation of 

prices on the common market or for export. 

In the first case to assure to all consumers a comparable position 

within the common market and see that this market is readily supplied, 2 

the Consultative Committee and the Council may authorize the institution 

of financial mechanisms common to several enterprises which are deemed 

necessary for the accomplishment of the mentioned objectives. These 

financial mechanisms will grant compensations which will permit the 

application of a price under the cost of the marginal enterprises. 

For the fixation of prices the treaty does not adopt any dogmatic 

attitude. Maxima and minima prices may be determined by the High 

Authority but only in the case that such a fixation of prices is needed • 

. In case of shortages, for instance., maxim.a prices may be necessary. 

The fixation of minima prices apparently seems to be a contradiction 

to the aim of the Community to obtain lower prices; however, they are 

justified when a sharp decline. in price would eliminate some of the 

productive capacities necessary to the normal supply of the market or 

would be the result of speculation of the consumers. 

DIRECT Il'JTERV:1£NTION ON THE NARKET: 

When indirect actions have proved to be ineffective, provisions 

must exist to care for exceptional circumstances., wuch as economic 

2.rreaty constituting the European Coal and Steel Community, 
Article 3. · 
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crises or acute shortages. Some of' these measures are also authorized 

during the transition period for the protection of the steel industry. 

To face emergency situations the High Authority may establish a 

system of quotas which will be according .to the spirit of the treaty 

exceptional and temporary. In CD,se of a shortage of a persistent nature 

the problem is far more complex .. Since one of the basic missions of the 

High Authority is the assurance of a necessary supply for the common 

market, it is evident that it has power to organize the division of 

the supply, But such a. division affects directly the general economic 

activity within the common market; then the council of ministers 

representing the interest of' each member state has the right to· claim a 

participation in the allocation of the supply. The Council must reach 

a unanimous decision on this subject; if' not, the division can be made 

only through the High Authority. 

11 To the extent of their competence, the member States will 
talce all appropriate measures to assure the international 
payments arising out of trade in coal and steel within 
the common Ir.arket; they will lend assistance to each other to 
facilitate such payments. 11.3 

vle shall conclude this description of the economic policies of 

the Community by strosing the fact that decisions such as the fixation 

of minima and maxima pricing, rationing of the output can be the 

source of conflicts which might be fatal to the existence of the 

Community. Only honesty and good will, lea.ding to the decisions of 

3Treaty constituting the European Coal and Steel Community, 
Article 86. 
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the institutions can guarantee the successful achievement of a 

global cow.mercial policy. 

'?H£ PRECAUTIOl\iAHY MEASURES: 

If the treaty constituting the European Coal and Steel Community 

can be applied to all the member States, under identical conditions 

and in a normal period, some special clnuses must complete ttc, general 

measures4 which are going to be characteristic of the transitional 

Period. These special clauses will take into account the particular 

situ:a.tion found in some of the member States of the Cor.mnu.TJ.ity. 

SPEClitL DISPOSITIONS FOR BELGIUM: 

During the negotiations leading to the signature of the treaty 

the Belgian representatives expressed their conviction that the inte= 

gral application of the Schuman Proposal on the basis of the original 

schemes could have for result the closing of most of the Belgian coal 

mines. This particular situation justifies a delay in their integration 

into the Common I;larket. 'I'he price of Belgian coal is considerably 

higher tha.n the prices in the neighbouring countries5 and especially in 

Germany. Geographical protection for Belgian coal is very poor because 

distances are very short and transportation between the Ruhr and Belgium 

is by waterway, which is very inexpensive. 

4'I'hese general measures are: The dispositions for readaptation, 
the precautionary mechanisms, zone prices and compensation funds. 
Convention Containing the 'l'ran~sitional Provision.§., Sections 23, 24 
and 25. 

5This is due to the lack of modern equipment for the Belgian 
mines and. the difference between the level of salaries in Belgium 
and the other member States. 
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It is agreed that net Belgian production 

"-shall not have to bear an annual reduction of more 
than 3 percent as compared with the preceding year, if the 
total production of the Community is the same as, or greater 
than that during the preceding year; or 

-shall not be less than Belgian production during the 
preceding year d~~inished by 3 percent, the figure thus obtained 
being further reduced by the coefficient of reduction appli
cable to the total production of the Community as compared 
with the preceding year." 

To these quantitative regulations are added some financial dis-

positions and an effort is made to bring down the prices on the Belgian 

market to make them competitive with the rest of the connnon market. 

The High Authority shall ensure that the special dispositions concerning 

the coal industry do not pr.event the steel industries from joining 

the comm.on market. The compensation will be fixed by the High Author-

ity in such a way that such compensations have no harmful effect on 

the steel industries of other member States. A special compensation 
-\ ' 

can be granted "for the exports of Belgian coal within the common 

market as the High Authority may determine to be necessary in view of 

the outlook for production and requirements in the Community as a 

whole. 117 

The above dispositions will be partially eliminated according to 

the circu.'nstances. The compensation levy will be eli,nnated at the · 

6convention containing the Transitional Provisions, Section 26. 

7Ibid. 

Sibid. <., ., 
\, -
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end of the transition period. The Belgian Government must elin1.inate 

also all the mechanisms" making possible the separation of t,he Belgina 
(~ 

market from the corrm1on market 11 however, a possibility for no more than 

two additional one-year periods of grace can be granted. 

The integration of the Belgian coal into the common market will 

be the subject of agreement between the Belgian Government and the High 

Authority. Subsidies from the Belgian Government taking into account 

the natural conditions for exploitation can be granted by the High 

Authority. 

The special clauses concerning Belgium and which bring some 

complicated mechanisms reflect the strong bargaining of the Belgian 

delegates to insure _the protection of their coal \ndustries mainly for 

political reasons.9 

FIL-\.NCE: 

As far as France is concerned, section 28 of the Convention gives 

an ide:~ of the :importance of the movement of product.ion which would be 

detri.rnental to this country. Thus it is agreed that: the French mines 

H-shall not have to bear an annual reduction of more 
than a million tons as compared with the p:..Aeced:ing year, 
if the total production of the Community is the same as, or 
greater than that during the preceding yecr.1110 

However this reduction cannot be in all cases calculated in 

9Belgian delegates pointed out that there was a possiblity of 
Western Germany's withdrawing one day from the pool. Belgiun1 would 
then have to depend on big coal L'l'lports which not only would burden 
its balance of payments but its iron and steel industry would become 
wholly dependant on foreign coal. 

lOconvent:ion Cont~,.ining the Transitional Provisions, Section 2$. 
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absolute value. If the production of the Comm.unity diminishes through 

a reduction in demand the French coal mines will have to share this 

decrease as well. Then the figure obtained after substra.cting one 

million tons will be reduced by the application of the coefficient of 

reduction for the whole Comrmmity. 

The mechanisms which permit the limitation of these sudden dis-

placements in production are the establishment of compensation funds 

financed by a. levy or zone price. 

11For the establishment of this levy, the:ce shall be 
taken into consideration the quantities repreGenting net 
deli veri0s eff ect,ed du.ring each period in excess of those 
during 1950, to the extent that they are correlated with a 
decrease in the production of the French mines as compared 
with 1950, the latter figure being reduced by the same 
coefficient of reduction as the tot3.l production of the 
Community. 11 

These measures concerning French coal industries will make it 

possible to avoid the shifts of productive whic.h would 11 provoke 

economic disturbances. We shall see in our ne:it chapter that even 

these dispositions are considered by many French experts as insuffi

cient to protect efficiently the economic sovereignty of their country. 

ITALY: 

Italy will benefit by the system of compensation and subsidies 

pending the completion of' the investment operations now underway in 

the Sulcis mines. The High Authority will determine the amount of 

assistance but the external aid cannot last more than two years. The 

llconvention Cont~~n~ng the Transitional Provisions, Section 2s. 
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Italian Government is also authori2.ed to maintain customs duties on 

coke coming from the other member States duri::ig the transi·tion period 

and their limits are defined in Section 27 of the Convention. 

Italy is also authorized to maintain customs duties on steel 

products coming from the other member States during the transition 

period. Section 30 of the Convention establishes the l:imitation:3 for 

these duties. Another measure regarding prices protGcts the Italian 

st.eel industry agai.11.st cqmpetition using discount fa.cili ties. We can 

say that the economic import~nce of the Italian coal and steel production 

is very minimal when it is comrJared "i'd.th the whole Community. Italy 

has always depended on import::: and the creation o.f the common market 

i:vi.11 largely corn,::,ensate the elimination of its marginal industries in 

this field. 

LUXEMBOURG: 

The particular case of the steel industry in Luxembourg and the 

special marketing conditions of t,he Belgian-Luxembourg Economic Union 

have received the a.ttenti.on of the High Authority, which has availed 

funds to help these industries.12 

12convention Containing the Transitional Provisiop.~, Section ,31. 
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HS we see it, the p•ecautj_one.!"J measures are generally more influ

enced by politic: 1 fears thA.n real economic conditions. ·rhe elimination 

of marginal producers ,-dll affect some countries in a larger propor

tion than others. Ifoi1ever, changes must be undertaken with certain 

precautions and w·e m.i.ght assume that the economic security o.f minor 

countries of the Community justify these me::i.sures. 



PART FOUR 

CH AP'I'1I;R X 

THE POLITICAL IHPLICli.TIOHS Of THE SCHTJHi1.N PLAN" 

The real significance of the 3churnQn Plan transcends narrow econ-

o:r:aic cons:Ldorations and is sub~~tD.ntially o.f a political ntd:,urc. 'l'he 

tcclmical achievement of a. common market must be seen in the broado::, 

frame-dork of European :i.ntegra:tion. Toward thj_s goal it forms the 

fi.rst shop. The origi.n<J,l Schurrv:m Proposal of May 1950 brings out very 

cl0arly its final ,,\ims to safegu:J.rd tr:.. vorld peace which ce.rmot 

exis•:, "without crc.'.d:,ive efforts proportionate to the dangers that 

three.ten it 11 • 1 

The Schum.s.n Plan at.tempts to bring to an cr,.d th.e ,.:..go-old hoGtility 

between rrance a.nd Germc.ny. .As cl mNms, coal, ore, and stnel products, 

the bc),Gic ingred:i.ents of modern wari'are., will be r.1erged under the 

control of &. single at1.thorit;yr to render a Franco-German w&.r inpossible. 

Tlrn proposal itself even contcrq.11&:'t.es German parU.cipation in .~i'rican 
,., 

dovelopmen t. ,:. 

It is contended that the rivalry between French and German heavy 

industries Wets responsible for the Frtmco-Genrian conflicts. This is 

true only for coal and for the Sa,ar question becaust before the war 

1.HnibasS§,dedefyance, Document No. 12, (May 10, 1950). 
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the European steel cartel was functioning. We may notice also that 

Hobert Schwnan who is the vromoter of the Plan was born in Lorreine 

at a time when this proviace was annexed to wrrnany and it :might be 

easier for .him to foresee the end o.f this long e!ll!l:i.ty between the two 

countries than it. is .fo1~ the mass of the popula.tion. 3 

The approach to federation 01' Europe brings also a vex-:y· new poli-

tical factor in European history when the High Authority receives a 

:part of the sovereignty of each member-state. It is the first time 

that a partial surrender of' national sovereignty h3;,s Leen accepted and 

if this pr.inciple proves successful it i:1ight be the soJ;_;i.:,io.1 for the 

loni-dre&.n.ed--of Europe,m FeJ.eration. 

';Je said early in this study that the choice for the pooling of 

coal and steel was mainly inspired by the share' of these two basic 

factors in the economies of the member-states; considered under a poli-

tical point o.f view we could say that the need for a solution of the 

Ruhr pr0blem had an influence. on this choice. Each cm.mtry interested 

politically or econor:,1ically in the creation of the Com,-r1unity h:i.s ex-

pressed its )pinions concerning the Schuman Plan. It may be of a 

gr-eat interest fm~. the futvre of this project to see where the other 

inter3sted countries st,1nd. 

It is of course the delegation of sovereit~1ty which aroused British 

oppositfan cmd ,;topped this co'l.mt:ry f1·or;;. joining the pool. The British 

att.itude KD.s unanimous and characteri.t::od from thrJ boelnning by a very 

3 Jacque Chastenet:, · 11The Schuuan Plan 11 , Harvard Bus in es a Review, 
(March, 1951), .r. 63. 
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area. 

EnglA.nd very e:~rly ,rr;y1,)Sed the choice of coal and steel to form 

the Conmmnity; the: main a.r{P..rr.nent on that was tt..'.'4t the sec:,rch for pro-

ductivity would reveal the su:0er:tority o.f the coal of' the Rv_hr over 

British coal. At. a difficult, :moment of the ,:i~:~ot1:i.tions 1,iith England, 

Jean Mor.met who is the most competent French specia.list and prol!loter 
• 

of the !.:,la,:..1 s,s.id: ;i 1'.he Ylations of Gont.inc·~1tal fatrope have u.n.for'tunately 

lived in disunion without Great Britain; why ·"'dt,hout, hbr could not 

Europe live united'i 11 5 England will stay a very atter1tive Sf)ectator 

on the evolution of t.he Co:m:munity and in the de:clara.tim1 ma.de in 

;,Ja.shin,eton on SepteJYiher 14 . ., 1951 by the Foreign iUn1sters of England, 

France, a.t1d :.he United States the Lritish governm.ent expressed its 

wish to establish the closest, possible association with the European 

Cormmmity at ,'3.11 the steps of :i:i:.s development. England ':.ri thout giving 

its adhesion is as mi.:;.ch inte):-ested in it as the particip;;;.ting cou.."'ltries. 

The United States is also an inter·ested witness of the crea.t:i.on 

of' the Commum.ty and the declaration on May 9~ 1950 provoked a very 

enthusie.st.ic approval, both Democrats and Republicans applauding what 

Senator Cabot Lodge from 11assachusetts called 11 the best news received 

from Europe since the end of the second World '.Jar • 116 What the American 

1~;overn.m<:mi:. suw first. in the Schuman proposal was not the economic and 

technical proposuls b1J.t above all, the long-term political implications 

and the fact that the croo. tion of' the Cormnunity would be the first step 

6r '' d .,e .i:,1on e, (Harch 4, 1951) • 



towa.rd European Integration. Great Britain's indifference to and non-

participation in the Plan was criticized by ,ill!erican newspapers. 

Concern was shoNn by some industrialists when the 1\merican High Comm.is-

sioner in destern Germany, considering the need of a rapid German deci-

sion, used some kind of pres~ure on the Bonn Government. 

We have already seen how the different members re&cted to the 

economic implications of the Community. They all agreed in principle 

on the political implications, however German public opinion and even 

the Bonn Government felt deeply an:rl.ous about the Saar problem, not 

only for.economic but also for nationalistic reasons. 

i 1'i'he Saar is a part of Germany11 said the Vice-Chancellor Blucher 

in l-1arch, 19517 and the Bonn Government refused to recognize the 

present Saar status as a definitive settlement. Through an exchange 

of letters between the Chuncellor iidenauer ::': Western-Germany and 

Hobert Schu.rnan on April 18, 1951, it was a.greed Umt if France is acting 

in the nJ.me of the Saar, this fQct is not a recognition of the future 

status of this territory. 'l'his status will be settled by the peace 

treaty between the two countries. 

These are the main political issues of the Schuman Plan as fo.ced 

by the members of the Community and the third countries. We shall 

not discuss here what some journalists or authors call political 

implicatio!1s, because they are nothing but wordy statements on the 

?Jean Monnet, 11L1Europe peut vivre dans l'union sans la Grande
Bretagne, 11 Le Monde, (Hay, 15, 1951) , 
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possibilities of problems not yet encountered or assumptions based 

on facts which are very improbable. The Schuman Plan as we have 

already said, is a step in a large movement tovrard the creation of a 

United Europe. We can even foresee an Occidental System, which is 

taking shape, formed of three federated groups; the United States of 

America, Great Britain and its Commonwealth, and the United States of 

Europe; eac;-:1 one of these elements would have a distinct autonomy and 

would be under the general supervision of the Supra-Atlantic Council 

whose task would_ be to harmonize the whole Union. The organization 

should be coherent and flexible enough to function with efficiency and 

without arousing unsolvable difficulties. A study of the present 

economic facts shows that the Schuman Plan as we see it is the most 

sensible way to help the creation of an Atlantic Community not only 

strong but well balanced •. 



CHAPTER XI 

COrJCLUSIO~JS 

The Coal and Steel Community project contains t,he germs of revo

lutionary developments. T'ne first one is an economic revolution. 

Today eG.ch country of ·;Jestern Europe, even though equipped with a modern 

industri':ll structure, stays 1dthin the political limitations of the 

past. This restricts available markets and explains partly the 10~1 

and stagnant standard of living of these nations. Following tradi-

.tional economic policy each country frees itself from imports and makes 

efforts to reach an increased level of self-sufficiency. For this 

rerwon, the coal importers of Western Europe exploit marginal coal 

mines and adopt many other uneconomic practices raising the costs of 

end-products. For the steel industries the practice of double pricing 

of coke, iron-ore and scrap between countries 1vith coY.J.plementary re5ources . 

also exercises upward pressure on production costs. 

The Schuman Plan recognizes the common interest of the divided 

European countries and the need for the creation of an integra.ted market 

of 155 million people. Its approach is gradual, starting with basic 

raw materials and internationalizing a major war potential. The 

example of the United States of tunerica with u standard of living three 

times as high as Western Europe served as a model and furnished the 

final goal. 

The Plan must deal with political realities. To break dot-m 

traditional barriers requires new institutions to defend the broader 
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concept against the inevitable attacks of nationalists until the 

principle of the common market can rest on popular acceptance. Common 

resource control implies the ey..istence of a supra-national High i, uthor

i ty as proposed by the treaty. The delegation of sovereign interests 

to a common power is the basis of integration. 

The ri~ks are numerous, as they always are £or great innovations, 

but this treaty is above all an act of faith for a United Europe. The 

battle for ratification vrhich has been won is the first concrete battle 

for Europe and a victory against narrow selfish interests, age-old 

habits and exaggerations of nationalisms. 

May we conclude in an expression of hope that the Schuman Plan 

expressing the ideals and ideas of a war-ravaged generation may lead 

to the fullfillment of its search toward a united Europe. 
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Appendix I 

A.HDi1.SSADE DE FI?.ANCTI: 

SERVICE DE PRESSE ET D1 INFORMATION 

610 FIFTH ii.VENUE, NEW YORK 20, N. Y. CIRCLE 6-0103 

FR.UJCE PRCPOSES A FRANCO-GERl.111AN COAL ii.ND STEEL POOL 

Full text of the statement ma.de on May 9 by Robert Schuman, 
French Foreign Minister, at the press conference held at the 
Quai d'Orsay after the adoption by the French Cabinet of a 
proposal to coordinate under a single authority the coal and 
steel production of France and Germ.any. 

It is no longer a question of vain words but of an act, a. bold act, 
a constructive act. France has acted, and the consequences of her action 
may be immense. We hope ·tha t they vdll be. 

France has acted essentially for peace. If peace is to have a chance, 
there must first of all be a Europe. Five yea.rs almost to the day after 
the unconditional surrender of Germany, F'rance is taking the first decisive 
act in the construction of Europe and is associating Germany with it. 
This act must necessarily transform European conditions. This transfor
mation will make it possible to ta.lee other common actions that have been 
impossible until now·. 

Out of all this will emerge u sound, united and strongly constructed 
Europe, a Europ~ whose standard of living will rise, thanks to the pooling 
of production and the extension of' market,s, t-Jhich will bring about a drop 
in prices. In this Europe, the Ruhr, the Sahr and the French basins will 
work together, and their peaceful labor, followed by United Nations 
observers, will benefit all Europe&,ns, Eastern as well as Hestern, and all 
lands, especially Africa, that look to the old Continent for their develop
ment and prosperity. 

Such is France's decision, and these are the considerations that 
inspired it: World peace ear.not be safeguarded without creative efforts 
proportionate to the dangers that threaten it. The contribution that an 
organized and vital Europe can make to civilization is indispensable to 
the mainteno.nce of peaceful :celations. As the champion of u united Europe 
for more than twenty years, France has always had one main objective: to 
serve the cause of peace. Europe ha.s not been organized. We have had war. 

Europe will not be built at one stroke or by mee.ns of one over-all 
structure. It will be built, first, by means of concrete steps that create 
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real solidarity. The unification of the European nations demands that the 
age-old enmity of' France and Germany be eliminated; the action un.dertaken 
must apply primarily to France and Ge.rm.any. To this end, the French 
Government proposes immediately to take action on a limited but decisive 
point; it proposes to place a.11 French and German steel and coal production 
under a common high authority in an organization open to the other European 
countries. 

The pooling of coal and steel production will insure the irnm.ediate 
esta.blishment of common bases of economic development, the :first stage in 
European federation, and will change the destiny of these regions ·which 
have long been devoted to the manufacture of weapons of war of which they 
themselves have been the most constant victims. 

The solidarity of production thus established 1till prove tha. t any war 
between France and Germany has become not only unthinkable, but materially 
impossible. The creation of this pot,erful production pool, open to all 
countries that wish to participate in it, and making available to all its 
members on the same conditions the basic necessities for industrial produc
tion, will lay the real foundations for the economic unification of these 
cou..ntries. The output of this pool will be offered to the whole world 
without discrimination or exclusion, as a contribution to the improvement 
of living standards nnd the advancement of peaceful enterprises. Europe 
will have increased means with which to promote the realization of one of 
her essential t.af'ks; the development of the African continent. 

'fhe fusion of interests, indispensable to the establish.'nent of a 
broader and deeper community between countries that have long been kept 
apart by bloody conflicts, will thus be realized simply and rapidly. By 
pooling their basic industries and estlblishing a new high authority whose 
dicisions will be bino.ine for France, Germany and the other participating 
countries, this proposal will lay the first concrete foundations of a. 
European federation that is essential for the safeguarding of peace. 

In order to i1ork toward the realization of the objectives defined 
above, the French Govcrmnent is ready to open negotiations on the following 
basis: the common high authority will be charged with insuring the 
shortest possible t:Line the modernization o:f production and the improvement 
of its quality; the supplying of coal and steel on the same terms to the 
markets of F'ra.nce, Germ.any und other member colfiltries; the increase of 
joint exports; the improvement and equalization of the living conditions 
of the industrial workers in the participa.ting countries. 

Since production conditions are very different in the member countries, 
certain transitional measures must be adopted to achieve these objectives: 
the application of a production and investment plan, the establishment 
of mechanisms to equalize prices, and the creation of a reconversion fund 
to facilitate the rationalization o.f production. il.11 customs duties on 
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ci~.,~1 a,:nd. steel 'bE1t1.JGen J.,t~0.rticiJJC:t tir1.1i co·wyt:rie8 t.-~111 :J.bolistisd iJmuedititel;r 
and. the s,Jm.e ra:Uwhy .freight rates 'csill be DJJy_,liod. GrD.dua.lly- conditions 
tdll be cr,;,;J.ted which will autorrJ,\tically i:'lsur-e the most retional cii.stri
but.ion of production and the !:1:Lghest level of prod.ucti vi ty. 



Appendix II 

Paris, le 18 avril 1951 • 

• 

En reponse a votre lett::.·s du lB avril 1951, le Gouvernement 
francais prend acte de ce que le Gouvernement Federal n'entend pas, 
en signant le Traite instituant la Co:mmunaute Europeenne du Charbon 
et de 1 11\.cier, reconnaitre le statut actuel de la Sa.rre. 
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Le Gouvernement francais declare, en conformite de son propre 
point de vw3, qu 1 1..1 a.git au nom. de la Sarre en vertu du statut actuel 
de celle-ci; rnais qu'il ne voit pas dans la signature par le Gouverne
ment Federal du 'l'ra.ite une reconna.issance du stutut a.ctucl de la, Sarre 
par le Gouvernement Federal. I1 n'a pas entendu que le Traite insti
tua.nt la Comrrruna.ute Europeenne du Charbon et de l'Acier prejugeat le 
st2.tut dei'initif de la Sarre., qui releve du 'I'raite de Pai.."'C: ou d'un 
Traite en tenant lieu. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le Chancelier, l'expression de ma tres 
haute consideration. 

Signe: Schuman. 

Monsieur le Docteur Konrad Adenauer., 
Chancelier et 1-iinistre des .li..ffaires Etrangeres 

de la Republique Federale d'Allemangne. 



Lppendix III 

DER BUNDESKANZLER 
UND 

DI:,1l B.U:~DESMHrlSTb'R DES AUSv~i:i.R'l'IGElJ 

Seiner Ex.zellenz 
Herrn 
Prasident Robert Sch~~ari 
Minister Des .A.uswartigne 
Paris 

Herr Prasident, 
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Paris, den 18, April 1951. 

Die V8rtreter der BundesrGgierung haben bei den Verhandlungen uber 
die Europa.ische Gemeinschaft fur Kohle und Stahl wiederholt die Erkla.rung 
D.bgegeben, do.ss die emlgultige Regclung des Status der Saar nur durch , 
den Friedensvertrag oder einen gleichartigen Vertrag erfolgen ka.nn. Sie 
huben ferner bei den Verhandlune;en die Erklarung abgebeten, dass die 
Dundesregierung durch die Unterzeichnung des Vertrages keine Anerkennung 
des gegern:.::i.rtigen Status a.n der Saar ausspricht. 

Ich •,riederhclG diese Erklarung und bitte, m.ir zu bestatigen, .dass 
die franzosische Regierm-ig mit der Bundesregierung daruber ubereinsti.mmt, 
dass die endgultige Regelung des Status der Saar nur durch den Friedens
vertrag oder einen gleichartigen Vertrag erfolgt und dass die franzosische 
Regierung in der Untcrzcichmme des Vertrages uber die Europaische 
Gem.einschaft fur Kohle und Stahl durch die Dundesregierung keine Anerken
nung des gegenwartigen Status an der Saar durch die Du..11d.esregierung erblickt. 

Genehmigen Sie, Herr Prasident, den Ausdruck meiner ausgezeichnetsten 
Hochachtung. 

(ge:z..) Adenauer. 



Appendix. IV 

UNITED STA'l'ES STEEL CORPORATION 

71 Broadway, New York 6, N. Y. 

Hay 19, 1952 

Mr. Louis A. Couderc 
School of ,:.rts and Sciences 
Oklahoma A.gricultural and 1'itecha.nical College 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 

Dear Mr. Couderc: 
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In answer to your inquiry of itiay 9, we have checked i-vith 
our statistical division as to the difference between 11real 11 

and 0 apparent 11 consumption of any commodity. 

1"he two terms, as applied in our company, are used 
to differentiate between the apparent consumption of goods as 
determined by production fi~res and the actual consum0tion which 
takes into account such factors as purchast;)s from w&.rehouses 
and increase or decrease of inventories. 

'i'he terms as applied to European statistics may hs.v-e 
some other or 0dditional signficance due to black-market ~ctivi
ties or other statistic::i.lly incomputable factors. It would be 
advisa.ble to write to the statistical staff of the United Nations 
or to the United States Department of Commerce for a definition 
of the terms as used in the various economic reviews you cire 
studying. 

Sincerely yours, 

William J. Long. 
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Appendix V 
LE PLAN" SCHUMA!(" 

1) BUT -

Le but du Plan Schuman est d 1amorcer la construction d'une Europe 
unie. L1id~e ntest pas nouvelle, certes, et 1 1histoire de l'Europe c•est 
un peu 1 1histoire de toutes les tentatives qui ont ete faites pour :r~a
liser ce dessein; mais., fondees sur la domination d'un Etat ou d 1unPeu
ple sur les autres et le maintien par la contra:inte d 1une organisation 
:imposee par la force., ces tentatives avaient echoue. 

2) ESPRIT.-

Aux notions de domination et de force devra.ient done se substituer 
celles de cooperation et d'adhesion; l'autoritarisme des essais prece
dents fait place a une.tenta.tive dont rien ne devrait lai.sser discuter 
le caractere democratique: la l:i..mi tation OU meme l 1abandon des SOUVerai• 

netes nationales ne pcut r~sulter d 1une action par surprise ou d'une 
pression exterieure, mais d'une acceptation claire et librement consentie 
des peuples participants. 

1) MOYENS -

Pour atteindre ce but, on aurait pu commencer par creer les insti
tutions politiques de 1 1Europe unie, mais les Auteurs du Plan Schuman 
ne l'ont pas vou1u et le preambu1e du_Traite instituant la Communaute du 
Charbon et de l'Acier d6clare que n1•Europe ne se construira que par des 
realisations concretes creant d 1abord une solidarit~ de fait et par 1•eta
blissement de bases communes de devoloppement economique.n 

Mais si, dans l'esprit de ses Auteurs, la Co:mmunaut6 du Charbon et 
de 1 1Acier n•est qu•un point de depart, la question peut se poser de sa
voir s'il etait opportun et s 1il peut etre efficaee de commencer par la 
pour construire l'Europe et si l'ordre choisi est le m.eilleur pour abou
tir aux resultats souhaites. 

I1 im.porte, de toutes manieres., de ne pas chercher par la a esqui
ver l'obligation de respecter le droit des peuples a disposer d 1eux
memes. 

4) PORTEE du PLAN" -----
I1 stagit de Creer un marche COilh~un, de nature a faciliter l'appro

visionnement des pays membres de ce marche et a en reduire le cout, en 
permettant a tout consommateur de s 1adresser librement au four-.aisseur de 
son choix. 

l.rhe origin of this document, addressed to the writer of this 
study, is withheld at the request of the author. 
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Pour des produits de grande fabrication, l'elargissefaent du marche 
permet une production a meilleur compte; en est-il de :meme pour une ma
tiere premiere telle que le charbon? 

Entend-on reduire le cout de 1 1extraction par une am~lioration de 
la technique? Mais cette notion n'a rien a voir avec Celle du marche 
commun. Estime-t-on pouvoir y parvenir par une rationalisation de la 
production, en formant les mines les moins rentables? Mais cela pose 
des problemes particulierement delicats : en mettant des ouvriers en cho
mage OU en les obligeant a des deplacements au-dela de leurs frontieres 
q1_1i, pour eux, signif~ent, qu 1on}e veu;11e ou non! une,.. e:iq:>atriatio1;, ne 
risque-t-on pas decreer une armee de mecontente disposes c1 se rall1er a n'importe quelle ideologie et ne va-t-on pas a l'encontre du but pour
suivi?, ,, 

La consomrnation de charbon en Europe est d'ailleurs tr~s instable 
et les variations de la demande tr~s sensibles. Si l'on veut etre a ~e 
de faire face aux demandes des periodes de pointe,.ne faut-il pas main
tenir certaines exploitations en activit6, dont la production peut, a .·· 
certains moments, 'etre absolument necess.aire, pour eviter des perturba"':' 
tions graves dans les approvisionnements et les prix. 

L'existence d'un marche commun n'est pas de nature a assurer automa
tiquement la satisfaction des besoins de tousles consommateurs. L'etat 
d'equilibre du marche charbonnier n•est pratiquem.ent jamais atte:int et, 

ou bien on se trouve dans une periode ou il n•y a pas assez de charbon 
et on n 1echappe pas a la necessite de proceder a une repartition :inter
nationale, ou bien il y .a. trop de charbon, et, dans l 'un et 1 • autre cas ,. 
il est difficile d'apprecier quels elements nouveaux de solut:i.on peut 
apporter l'existence d 1un marche Commun. 

Le probleme des prix est €videmment un de ceux auxquels se sont par
ticuliereraent attach€s les Auteurs du Plan Schuman, emus de ce que l'on 
a appele la politique des doubles prix. · 

1£ but du Plan Schuman est en effet de faire acheter le cha.rbon a un 
prix qui soit le meme pour i.J,Ue provenance determinee< par consequent qui 
ne soit·'ni plus eleve ni moins eleve' que le prix interieur du pays four
nisseur~ 

Il semble qu 1une telle notion soit contraire a la notion de prix de 
marche car, pour un· lieu de consommation donne, l'alignement doit se faire, 
non pas au depart, sur un pr'.LX interieur, mais par le jeu de la concur
rence entre les differentes sources d'approvisionnement, sur le lieu de 
consommation lui-1neme. 

Enf'in, pour assurer la libert, des approvisiormements, le Plan Schu
man s'est eleve centre tout organisme centralise' d•achat ou de vente et 

· les critiques se sont cristallisees autour de l'organisme de vente des 
charbons de la Ruhr, le Deutscher Kohlen Verkau£.,. que l'on a eu tendance a assimiler au Kohlen~yndikat qui existait avant-guerre. 

Or, on peut se demander si l'existence d'organisms de vente et 
d'achat nationaux ne permet pas d'~viter des monopoles particuliers qui 
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sont d 1autant plus graves qu'ils ne sont pas control6s et ne sera:i.t pas 
de nature ~ faciliter la tache de la Haute Autori·t.e du Plan Schuman. ( 

CONCLUSION -

Si l'id~e de faire l'Europe est une grande id,e qui doit etre pour
suivie, on ne peut sfempecher de craindre que les modalit~s prewes pour 
la r~alisation du Pool Charbon/Acier ne fassent pas leur part suffisante 
a certains aspects pratiques et techniques qui, malgre tout, s •:i.mpose
ront car ils seront plus forts que les conceptions theoriques qui ont 
presid~ ~ l'elaboration du Plan Schuman .. 
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